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ABSTRACT 

This research project is based on the technological analysis of a selection of 

edged, heavy ground stone tools (i.e., axes, adzes, gouges) in the George Frederick 

Clarke Collection; a private artifact assemblage acquired and curated by the University of 

New Brunswick. In this research, I use attribute analysis to better understand the linkages 

between artifact morphology, hafting, tool function, and human behavior. Three key 

components are offered in this research: 1) the development of a classification scheme for 

the ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges at the center of this research; 2) the 

identification of possible haft types for these artifacts, and; 3) the integration of regional 

data through which interpretations of tool function and human behavior are made 

possible.  

As is shown in the research, inferences based on morphology and hafting allow 

archaeologists to interpret a formerly inaccessible (i.e., due to organic decomposition) 

component of ground stone tools. I suggest that biconvex tools would have been secured 

in bound or socketed hafts, whereas plano-convex tools would have been secured in 

elbow or socketed-elbow hafts, and that depending on the stone/haft orientation, these 

tools would have been swung differently by the user. With regards to chronology, the 

research corroborates the dominant interpretation on the Maritime Peninsula that 

technological changes amongst edged, heavy ground stone tools seem to occur around the 

same time as shifts in heavy woodworking/birch bark technologies. I conclude that in 

addition to excavation, future research into use-wear, petrography, and morphology 

would bring forth new interpretations of a commonly under-studied Pre-Contact 

technology on the Maritime Peninsula. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

This chapter offers background information on the George Frederick Clarke 

(GFC) Collection, which is a curated artifact assemblage at the center of this research. 

Biographical information on Dr. Clarke is presented in order to contextualize the 

formation of the GFC Collection. Lastly, the research boundaries, and the theoretical and 

methodological approach used in this research are introduced. 

Problem Statement and Research Goal 

In New Brunswick (NB), academic literature on Pre-Contact ground stone 

technology (GST) is limited despite the sizeable number of ground stone artifacts in NB 

assemblages. Consequently, the overall goal of this research project is to contribute to the 

regional interpretation of GST. This goal is accomplished through the detailed 

technological analysis of a selection of edged, heavy ground stone tools (i.e., axes, adzes, 

and gouges) in the GFC Collection. The GFC Collection is a curated artifact assemblage 

gathered by the late Dr. George Frederick Clarke, who was a regional avocational 

archaeologist. The GFC Collection is currently housed at the University of New 

Brunswick (UNB) in Fredericton, and is being curated by Dr. David Black, a faculty 

member with the Anthropology Department. 

 The abovementioned technological analysis is based on a morphological study of 

the ground stone tools, in which each specimen’s attributes are carefully examined and 

documented. The purpose of this analysis is to better understand the linkages between 

artifact morphology, hafting, tool function and human behavior (Hayden and Kamminga 

1979). The results of this research can be measured in three key contributions: 
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1) the development of a detailed classification scheme for the ground stone 

axes, adzes, and gouges at the center of this research; 

2) the identification of possible haft types for these artifacts, and; 

3) the integration of regional data, through which interpretations of tool 

function and human behavior are made possible. 

Before exploring the specifics of this research project, further background 

information is needed. The following paragraphs offer a biographical description of Dr. 

Clarke. This background information helps to contextualize the formation of the GFC 

Collection. 

Dr. George Frederick Clarke: Avocational Archaeologist 

Dr. George Frederick Clarke (1883 – 1974) was born and raised in Woodstock, 

NB. Clarke was a man of many talents; he was an avid artifact collector and fly-

fisherman, as well as a dentist, author, and self-taught avocational archaeologist. As a 

young man, Clarke showed a keen interest in the outdoors; he spent much of his free time 

outside, either fly-fishing or searching for artifacts along nearby riverbanks (G. Clarke 

1968:23, 24). 

Apart from his own skill in locating archaeological sites, Clarke also received 

help from First Nations guides; particularly from the Woodstock and Tobique 

Wolastoqiyik Reserves. Because of his connection with First Nations, Clarke had access 

to a wealth of information that helped shape his admiration for regional archaeology and 

First Nations lifeways (G. Clarke 1968:43-46, 155, 161). He collected from the 1920s 

through the 1960s, primarily along a stretch of the St. John River that flows from Grand 
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Falls in northwestern NB, to Mactaquac in south-central NB. With help from First 

Nations, Clarke was successful in finding dozens of archaeological sites. 

In 1968, Clarke published a book entitled Someone Before Us: Our Maritime 

Indians; it was the first full-length book about Pre-Contact archaeology in NB. In 

addition, he wrote two other books: Six Salmon Rivers and Another (G. Clarke 1960) and 

Song of the Reel (G. Clarke 1963), which were mostly about fly-fishing but also 

contained a small amount of archaeological information. Aside from these texts, Clarke 

offered public lectures describing his archaeological findings, which were popular 

amongst schoolchildren and adults alike (Woolsey 2008, 2010:5). 

Clarke’s motivation to share his findings was likely inspired by his 

contemporaries; especially those affiliated with the Natural History Society of New 

Brunswick (NHSNB). Aside from its mandate to “illustrate the natural history of the 

province”, the NHSNB also published archaeological literature and offered guided 

excursions for the public (McTavish and Dickison 2007:74). Some of the members of the 

NHSNB became influential archaeologists (e.g., William Ganong, George Matthew, 

Samuel Kain, Raymond Paddock Gorham), and Clarke frequently referenced their work 

in his own publications (G. Clarke 1968:21, 26, 75, 84-86, 89-91, 133, 146). Clarke’s 

contributions to regional archaeology were formally recognized in 1969, when he was 

awarded an honorary doctorate from UNB. 

The George Frederick Clarke Collection 

Clarke’s lifelong commitment to the GFC Collection resulted in the gathering of 

approximately 2,700 Pre-Contact and Historic artifacts, including flaked stone, ground 
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stone, ceramic, organic, and metal items. Throughout Clarke’s life, these artifacts were 

stored in the family home or were placed on display in neighbouring communities. The 

GFC Collection was usually stored in large glass display cases or in boxes with other 

artifacts from nearby find spots. 

 In the mid-2000s, the Clarke residence suffered a severe house fire in which a 

number of artifacts were damaged. Clarke did not witness the fire as he had passed away 

in 1974, but his family continued to curate the GFC Collection after his death. Following 

the fire, the Clarke family donated the GFC Collection to UNB for its care in perpetuity 

(McIntosh 2007; Saint John River Society 2007). As part of the acquisition, UNB agreed 

to a mandate that requires the curation and stewardship of the GFC Collection (Black 

2008, 2012; McIntosh 2007; Woolsey 2008, 2010). 

Since Clarke’s time, profound technological, theoretical, and methodological 

advancements have been made in archaeology. Consequently, some of the field 

methodologies Clarke used could be deemed insufficient in modern contexts. For 

example, most of the artifacts in the GFC Collection are missing a substantial amount of 

provenance information. At best, the artifacts have an accession number and/or a vague 

place-name written on their surfaces (e.g., “Tobique Narrows”, “St. John River”, 

“Miramichi Forks”). 

 The artifacts in the GFC Collection were gathered predominantly by means of 

surface collection, but some were located through excavation. Clarke’s methodology for 

excavation included digging long transects by shovel, as in the example of the Bristol-

Shiktehawk (CcDv-3), Big Clearwater (CdDq-1), and Meductic Flats (CaDv-1) sites (G. 

Clarke 1963, 1968). Clarke’s transects were as long as 8 m, and were generally excavated 
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to a depth of 30 cm below surface (G. Clarke 1968:116). Consequently, these 

assemblages likely reflect a bias due to the shallow depth to which he excavated.  It is 

well-known that the density/scarcity of underground objects is influenced by a number of 

variables (e.g., sedimentation rates, rates of cultural deposition) that archaeologists must 

consider when excavating. 

 Despite the underwhelming amount of provenance information, generations of 

researchers have studied the GFC Collection. In 1932, Dr. William Wintemberg, a 

professional archaeologist with the Archaeological Survey of Canada, examined the GFC 

Collection with the help of Raymond Paddock Gorham. The notes of Wintemberg and 

Gorham still exist within the archives of the Canadian Museum of History (Box 40, File 8 

“Wintemberg”).Over the next 70 years, various archaeologists examined portions of the 

GFC Collection, including: David Sanger (1967); Christopher Turnbull, Patricia Allen, 

and Sam Gallagher in 1986; David Black (2008); Brent Suttie (2010); and Cora Woolsey 

(2010). In the mid-1980s, the Archaeological Services Unit (ASU) of the Government of 

New Brunswick (GNB) gathered data on the GFC Collection and archived the 

information. 

 If it were not for the GFC Collection, the abovementioned research (and this 

research, for that matter) would not have been possible. Collections-based research and 

public education are an integral part of archaeology and have received greater interest in 

the academic community over the last few decades (Hoopes 1997). Archaeologists have 

described curated assemblages as “the backbone of ongoing research”, which is but one 

of the reasons why collections-based studies are a worthwhile pursuit. 
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Research Boundaries 

In order to delineate the research boundaries of this project, all available 

provenance data for the ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges in the GFC Collection were 

plotted on a map of NB. These data points were then cross-referenced with the New 

Brunswick Archaeological Sites Database (NBASD) in order to determine whether 

Clarke’s find spots could be correlated with any documented archaeological sites. 

Correlating this data was relatively simple, as Clarke had shown David Sanger, a 

professional archaeologist, where he had collected in the past. Sanger filed this 

information with ASU in 1986. 

The information gained through the abovementioned exercise (Table 1.1and 

Figure 1.1) was used to create a map showing the extent of the research boundaries for 

this project (Figure 1.2). The provenance data indicates that Clarke collected primarily 

from the “Middle St. John River” (MSJR). For the purposes of this research, I follow 

Blair’s (2004:135) definition of the MSJR, which encompasses an area “from Grand Falls 

to the head of tide at Mactaquac”. The convention in NB is to divide the St. John River 

valley into three distinct parts: the Upper St. John River (USJR), which flows “from [its] 

headwaters to Grand Falls”, the abovementioned MSJR, and the Lower St. John River 

(LSJR), which flows from “the head of tide [at Mactaquac] to the Bay of Fundy” (Blair 

2004:135). Clarke’s secondary search areas include the Grand Lake region near 

Fredericton, the headwaters of the Miramichi River, and the St. Croix River lakes. 

The research boundaries for this thesis comprise approximately 11,000 km² or 

about 6.5 percent of the province’s land surface (Figure 1.2).These boundaries include 

portions of at least four portage routes used by the ancestors of the Wolastoqiyik, 
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Mi’kmaq, and Pestomuhkati First Nations. These portage routes, as defined by Ganong 

(1899), include: 

1) the Scoodic Lake – Meductic route, which connected the St. Croix River 

System to the St. John River System; 

2) the Madawaska – St. Jacques – Trois-Rivières route, which connected the 

St. John River System to the St. Lawrence River System; 

3) the Shiktehawk – Miramichi Forks route, which connected the St. John 

River System to the Miramichi River System, and; 

4) the Tobique – Nepisiguit route, which connected the St. John River 

System to the Bay of Chaleur. 

These routes are shown in Figure 1.3 and illustrate the importance that waterways 

likely held for Pre-Contact travel. This subject has been discussed by a number of 

archaeologists, especially as it pertains to birch bark/dugout canoe technologies, and their 

possible link to GST (Blair 2010; Bourgeois 2006; Murphy 1998; Robinson 2001; Sanger 

2009; Suttie 2008). This research is discussed in greater detail under the “Literature 

Review” chapter of this thesis (Chapter 2). 

Theoretical and Methodological Approach 

This research is based on the archaeological record of the Maritime Peninsula 

(MP); however, broader theoretical discussion references the archaeological records of 

neighboring areas, such as the Far Northeast (FN). The MP is a long-established 

geographical unit that has been used by archaeologists in the region since the mid-1900s 

(Hoffman 1955; Blair 1999; Bourque 1992; Leonard 1995). By definition, the MP is 
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limited to the south by the Gulf of Maine, to the north by the Gulf of St. Lawrence, to the 

west by the Chaudière River (Québec) and the Kennebec River (Maine), and to the east 

by the Atlantic Ocean. The FN, as defined by archaeologists (Robinson and Petersen 

1993; Sanger and Renouf 2006), is a large geographic area comprised of the New 

England (i.e., Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, 

Vermont) and Mid-Atlantic States (i.e., New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania). 

Occasionally, I refer to the archaeological record of the “Canadian Maritimes” (CM); I 

use this term when speaking exclusively of the provinces of Prince Edward Island, Nova 

Scotia, and NB. 

It is important to note that archaeologists have encountered “affinities” between 

the archaeological records of the CM, MP, FN, and that of Newfoundland and Labrador 

(Suttie 2005:18). Archaeologists have considered the integration of the “larger 

Atlantic/Far Northeastern region” for some time (Blair 2003:208, 2004:17); although this 

is an important consideration, it is well beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, this 

research relies on the framework proposed in Maine, as has become common practice 

amongst NB archaeologists (Black and Suttie 2001, 2002; Blair 2003; Murphy 1998; 

Sanger 1973, 1993; Suttie 2004a, 2005). 

 Much of the research presented in this thesis relies on a firm methodology; I use a 

classification scheme in which clearly-defined units of measurement capture important 

data for analysis (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998). In terms of a theoretical orientation, I 

follow a processual-plus approach (Hegmon 2003). The processual-plus theory combines 

processualist perspectives with postprocessual concepts in archaeological investigation 
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(Hegmon 2003:217). Through this application of theory and methodology, I explore the 

linkages between artifact morphology, hafting, tool function, and human behavior. 

 The standing hypothesis on the MP is that edged, heavy ground stone tools (i.e., 

axes, adzes, gouges) were used in Pre-Contact woodworking tasks (Murphy 1998). 

Recent research however, has introduced another dimension to this hypothesis. Through 

experimental archaeology (Bourgeois 2006; Suttie 2008), usewear (Suttie 2014), and 

residue analysis (Cummings et al. 2012), archaeologists have determined that ground 

stone tools were used for more than just woodworking. It is my belief that the function of 

these tools would have been influenced by the morphology of the stone, as well as the 

orientation of the organic haft. 

Thesis Outline 

The following chapter consists of a literature review of the GST-related research 

conducted on the MP. This literature review yielded a wide variety of sources, including 

those from neighboring regions such as the FN; in the interest of manageability, the 

information was condensed and is presented in a loose chronological order. The purpose 

of this review is to contextualize the modern interpretations of GST on the MP. 

In Chapter 3, I outline the theoretical and methodological debates surrounding 

artifact classification and unit construction in archaeological investigation, which are two 

concepts at the core of this research. Subsequently, the theoretical orientation and 

methodological approach used in this thesis are explained; this is done in anticipation of 

the comparative analysis (Chapter 4) and interpretation (Chapter 5) of the ground stone 
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axes, adzes, and gouges in the GFC Collection. Lastly, Chapter 6 offers a brief summary 

and conclusion of the research presented herein. 
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Table 1.1: Documented provenance locations for the ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges in the 

George Frederick Clarke Collection. 

Site Location Artifact Identifier (Group #) 

1. Tobique Forks - 1 artifact G22-1 

2. Nictau - 2 artifacts G11-28             G52-151 

3. Wapske - 3 artifacts G4-13               G52-20              G132-1 

4. Three Brooks - 2 artifacts G20-3               G52-32 

5. Tobique River - 8 artifacts G51-77             G51-115            G51-128 

G51-129           G52-114            G115-2 

G115-3             G115-4 

6. Tobique Narrows -11 artifacts G20-2               G129-1              G130-5 

G131-1             G132-29            G132-30 

G139-13           G139-15            G139-16 

G139-21           G139-25 

7. Bristol/Shiktehawk - 1 artifact G40-64 

8. Florenceville - 1 artifact G4-12 

9. Miramichi Forks - 14 artifacts G4-19               G14-4                 G16-18 

G16-19             G28-1                 G28-2 

G28-3               G28-4                 G42-5 

G52-15             G52-48               G127-14 

G139-3             G139-18 

10. Southwest Miramichi - 3 artifacts  G4-10               G52-1                 G52-126 

11. Big Clearwater - 1 artifact G15-4 

12. St. John River - 10 artifacts G5-6                 G30-57               G51-89 

G51-90             G51-116             G106-4 

G106-8             G106-11             G115-1 

G139-1 

13. Upper Woodstock - 4 artifacts G4-20               G120-8               G139-4 

G139-24 

14. Lower Woodstock - 1 artifact  G139-2 

15. Meductic - 3 artifacts G27-1               G127-12             G142-5 

16. Opposite Mouth of Eel River - 2 

artifacts  

G11-2               G131-2 

17. Eel Lake - 1 artifact G14-5 

18. Shogomoc - 1 artifact  G5-4 

19. Indian Brook - 1 artifact  G30-58 

20. Spednic Lake - 2 artifacts G4-21               G11-1 
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Figure 1.1: Map of the documented provenance locations for the ground stone axes, adzes, and 

gouges in the George Frederick Clarke Collection. Modified from open source mapping layer (ESRI 

Canada). 
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Figure 1.2: Area (in red) representing George Frederick Clarke’s primary search area for artifacts 

in New Brunswick; consequently, this area also represents the research boundaries of this thesis. 

Modified from open source mapping layer (ESRI Canada). 
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Figure 1.3: Major watercourse travel routes within New Brunswick (in green), with linkages shown 

to George Frederick Clarke’s primary search area for artifacts (in red). Modified from open source 

mapping layer (ESRI Canada). 
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents a literature review of GST-related research from 

northeastern North America, with a focus on the MP. A variety of literature was 

consulted for this review, including: ethnographic accounts, antiquarian records, 

excavation and survey manuscripts, typological and petrographic studies, and integrated 

research reports. The chapter is divided into two major sections; the first summarizes 

GST-related research on the MP, beginning with the earliest available accounts of the 

technology. The second section contextualizes GST chronologically, using the accepted 

Culture-Historical rubric employed on the MP. 

A History of Ground Stone Technology Research on the Maritime Peninsula 

Eyewitness Accounts by European Colonists 

The earliest references to GST on the MP come from seventeenth century 

eyewitness accounts written by European colonists. These accounts, albeit brief, 

represent the first documentation of First Nations’ use of GST in a number of situations, 

including woodworking, hunting and food processing, combat and tribunal sentencing, 

and ceremonialism. 

 Colonists have described the use of GST in the construction of wooden cooking 

troughs used in food preparation (Champlain and Biggar 1971:153, 155; Denys et al. 

1908:402, 406, 419). The process relies on the use of fire and ground stone tools to hew a 

solid piece of wood. Colonists also suggest the importance of GST in hunting and food 
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processing, specifically in the field dressing of animal carcasses (Denys et al. 1908:402, 

406, 419, 482; Le Clercq and Ganong 1910:120). 

According to eyewitness accounts, ground stone implements were also used in 

contexts of combat and tribunal sentencing. It should be mentioned however, that these 

references are scarce and superficial in nature (Le Clercq and Ganong 1910:237, 272). 

Accounts of ritual ceremonialism are far more descriptive, particularly those concerning 

burial practices (Champlain and Biggar 1971:144; Denys et al. 1908:439; Le Clercq and 

Ganong 1910:238-239, 301).  

Unfortunately, it is not always clear whether the implements referenced in these 

early accounts were made of stone or iron. According to the Colonists (Denys et al. 

1908:355), First Nations favoured European iron implements to traditional forms of GST. 

This apparent preference for European iron is thought to have led to the diminished use 

of GST by the mid-seventeenth century on the MP. 

Antiquarian Documents 

In northeast North America, antiquarianism dates back to the early nineteenth 

century, when archaeology was considered a hobby, not a profession (Connolly 1977; 

Tallman and Tallman 1971). In general, antiquarians did not focus on the collection of 

data, but rather on the gathering of artifacts. It was not until the mid-nineteenth century 

that the basic documentation of archaeological finds (e.g., provenance information and 

artifact description) became common practice amongst antiquarians (Gesner 1842; 

Patterson 1890; Piers 1895). 
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 In NB, the earliest documented example of curatorship can be traced to Gesner’s 

Museum of Natural History, where a catalogue entry from 1842 details the acquisition of 

several ground stone specimens, along with a well-known steatite vessel (Gesner 

1842:48). Gesner’s Museum of Natural History was established in the mid-1800s by 

Abraham Gesner, a prominent physician and geologist based in Saint John, NB.  Today, 

Gesner’s museum is a recognized predecessor of both the NHSNB and the New 

Brunswick Museum (NBM), the latter of which has been operational since the 1930s 

(New Brunswick Museum 2014). Both the NBM and ASU continue to curate antiquarian 

collections containing ground stone specimens. 

The First Professional Archaeologists 

By the late nineteenth century, antiquarians on the MP began collaborating with 

each other, which was a crucial step in establishing archaeology as a profession (Darnell 

1971:788). This sustained collaboration amongst antiquarians built “a discipline with an 

agreed set of problems, methods, and goals” (Farber 1997:77). By the early twentieth 

century, universities in northeast North America were teaching archaeology, ushering in 

the first generation of certified professional archaeologists (Christenson 2011:11). 

 During this time, the dominant theoretical paradigm in archaeology was Culture-

History. Archaeologists endeavoured to “discover” culture through the archaeological 

record by correlating established typologies with chronological data; they relied on 

spatial relationships between stratigraphic layers to “date” artifacts in relation to one 

another (Bailey 1886; Ganong 1899; Kain 1901; Matthew 1884; Moorehead 1910, 1922a; 

Patterson 1890; Piers 1895; Willoughby 1898, 1907, 1935; Wintemberg 1943). Despite 
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the highly subjective methodology of that time, archaeologists were nonetheless 

successful in establishing a foundation for future research. 

As it pertains to GST, research specific to the technology gained popularity after 

Charles Willoughby’s (1898) publication on the burial traditions of the “Red Paint 

People”. Willoughby documented the presence of red ochre in certain burial contexts on 

the MP, which he interpreted as a unique cultural manifestation; hence his use of the term 

“Red Paint People”. Archaeologists have since replaced this term with “Moorehead 

Burial Tradition” (MBT), which refers to a tradition (i.e., a continuum in practice) rather 

than a specific culture (Pauketat 2001:4; Sanger 1973; Willey and Phillips 1958). 

Willoughby was the first to publish on the artifacts characteristic of the MBT, which 

include but are not limited to: perforated whetstones, plummets, gouges, hexagonal slate 

bayonets, and ground slate effigies (Bourque 1971:74; Robinson 2001:13; Sanger 1973; 

Willoughby 1898). 

Warren K. Moorehead took special interest in Willoughby’s research on the 

MBT, and performed his own archaeological investigations on the same topic. 

Moorehead conducted extensive archaeological surveys over eight consecutive years 

(1912-1920), navigating “at least eighty-eight hundred kilometers” throughout the MP by 

canoe (Moorehead 1922b:16; Robinson 2001:12). His ambition was to locate and record 

as many MBT sites as possible in order to delineate the spatial boundaries of the burial 

tradition.  Unfortunately, because Moorehead’s focus was on determining the 

presence/absence of artifacts rather than systematic excavation, his surveys resulted in a 

substantial loss of contextual data for numerous archaeological sites throughout the MP. 
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With time, archaeologists began criticizing the nature of Moorehead’s research; 

these critiques echoed a common sentiment for nearly all early archaeological surveys.  

According to Byers (1939:288), Moorehead belonged to the “Old School of thought” in 

which early researchers were disproportionately concerned with discovering new sites.  

Byers identified the “eagerness to investigate new and little known regions” as a 

perpetuating factor in the negligence of proper documentation and care of archaeological 

objects (1939:288). In addition, Byers condemned the “Old School” tendency to “[leave] 

to others the solutions of the problems raised” by early research (Byers 1939:288; 

Robinson 2001:13). As archaeological methods and standards developed on the MP, 

researchers became disenchanted with superficial archaeological surveys. 

As a testament to Byers’ critiques of the “Old School of thought”, artifacts 

collected by Moorehead during his 1914 survey of the St. John River appear to have been 

cleaned, but there is no evidence to suggest that they were properly analyzed (Brent 

Suttie, personal communication 2012). In fact, it appears as though the artifacts have 

remained in the same cigar boxes in which they were first placed a hundred years ago; 

some boxes contain field notes in Moorehead’s own writing (Figure 2.1). The artifacts 

are currently curated by the Peabody Museum of Archaeology at Phillips Academy in 

Andover, Massachusetts. 

Aside from the popular MBT research of the early 1900s, archaeologists were 

also working on cataloguing existing artifact collections. For example, William 

MacIntosh, the first full-time curator of the NHSNB, undertook the detailed cataloguing 

and typological study of the Society’s archaeological collection. MacIntosh was an 

entomologist by profession, but his grasp of regional archaeology was sufficient enough 
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to contribute to the Bulletin of the Natural History Society of New Brunswick (e.g., 1909, 

1913). 

It could be argued that some of MacIntosh’s more noteworthy contributions were 

his unpublished manuscripts, specifically “The Archaeology of New Brunswick” 

(MacIntosh ca. 1927), and “Prehistoric Camp Sites” (MacIntosh ca. 1930s; Noble 

1972:58). Manuscripts of both works have been retained in the archives of the NBM. In 

these manuscripts, MacIntosh discusses several village and burial sites, including the 

major GST-containing sites of Indian Point (BlDn-1), Cow Point (BlDn-2), and two other 

MBT sites located along Portobello Stream, NB. MacIntosh conducted his research using 

a combination of collections and field-based investigation. 

By the mid-twentieth century, professional archaeologists in NB had identified 

and interpreted a number of GST-containing sites throughout the province. Excavations 

at the Meductic site (BkDp-1, Caywood 1969), Fort LaTour/Portland Point site (BhDm-7, 

Harper 1956), McAleenan site (BgDr-1, Pearson 1962), Graham site (CdDf-2, Stoddard 

and Dyson 1956), and Holt’s Point site (BgDr-9, Pearson 1962) are well-known 

examples, and have provided enough contextual information for sustained research. In 

addition, detailed archaeological surveys were being conducted, including Theodore L. 

Stoddard’s (1950) work throughout southwestern NB, in which he positively identified a 

number of GST-containing sites. 

To conclude, early researchers were successful in building a solid foundation for 

research; later professionals further developed this foundation by integrating and refining 

their interpretations of the archaeological record. This foundation was largely based on 

the Culture-History paradigm, which enforced the notion that Pre-Contact cultures could 
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be traced through the study of changes in artifact types through time. Early attempts to 

date the archaeological record were subjective; the advent of radiometric dating in the 

mid-twentieth century allowed for the empirical testing of culture-historical schemes 

proposed for the MP. 

Pivotal Moments in Contemporary Ground Stone Technology Research 

During the early to mid-twentieth century in the FN, archaeologists were 

especially concerned with identifying projectile point types and studying their 

geographical boundaries in the region. As archaeologists would later find out, these 

investigations were rather exclusionary of GST; insufficient data on the technology 

meant that its significance was not identified. Due in part to research bias, archaeologists 

interpreted the “absence” of certain projectile point types as evidence for a regional 

depopulation that lasted throughout the majority of the Archaic period (between ca. 

10,200 and ca. 4,500 BP) in the FN (Ritchie 1969; Fitting 1968). While these 

depopulation hypotheses have been disproven for some time, it is important to consider 

the factors that led to their development; their creation and subsequent rebuttal mark a 

pivotal moment for GST studies both in the FN, and on the MP. 

The beginnings of these depopulation hypotheses can be traced back to the mid-

1960s when researchers in southern New England noticed that the Clovis point, long 

considered a “hallmark of the Paleo-Indian period” (Suttie 2005:65), was replaced by 

Plano and bifurcate-based projectile points (Byers 1959; Ritchie 1968, 1969, 1971). 

Neighboring regions in the FN initially lacked evidence of these points, which led 

researchers to question whether the point types were ever present in those areas. 
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In addition, regional paleoenvironmental reconstructions of the Archaic period in 

the FN indicated the “relatively low productivity” of forests at the time (Suttie 2005:64). 

These factors led archaeologists to develop the “Ritchie-Fitting hypothesis”, which 

argued that a sustained regional depopulation occurred between ca. 10,000 and ca. 5,000 

BP in the FN (Fitting 1968; Ritchie 1969). A similar regional depopulation hypothesis, 

referred to as the “Great Hiatus”, was developed for the MP (Tuck 1975, 1991).  

Subsequent archaeological discovery in northern New England and the Mid-

Atlantic States helped researchers disprove the concept of a regional depopulation rather 

quickly (Bolian 1980; Cox 1991; Dincauze 1972; Maymon and Bolian 1992; Petersen 

1991; Petersen and Putnam 1992; Petersen et al. 1984; Funk 1988; Bourque 1995; 

Robinson 1992, 1996, 2001). On the MP however, evidence against the Great Hiatus was 

lacking until Murphy (1998) compared regional surface-collected artifacts to similar 

artifacts from dated contexts in Maine. By “borrowing” the chronology established in 

Maine, and applying it to “temporally diagnostic” artifacts from the CM, Murphy 

strengthened the argument against a sustained regional depopulation in the region 

(Murphy 1998:82-95; Suttie 2005:66). Murphy was forced to rely on surface-collected 

materials at the time of his research because there was a general lack of intact single-

component archaeological sites dating to the Archaic period in the CM. 

It was not until the early twenty-first century that archaeologists working in the 

Lake Utopia area discovered NB’s first intact single-component Archaic period 

occupation sites (Black and Suttie 2001, 2002; Suttie 2005, 2014). Suttie (2005) 

excavated two single-component occupation sites, which dated to the late Middle 

Archaic/early Late Archaic periods (ca. 7,000 BP). Suttie’s (2005:2) excavations 
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unearthed archaeological objects that ultimately disproved the occurrence of a “Great 

Hiatus” in NB, which included a number of GST such as ground slate semi-lunar knives, 

plummets, and axes. In addition, Suttie’s (2005) research backed Murphy’s (1998) belief 

of a strong concordance between the archaeological records of NB and Maine; this 

resulted in the calibration of the “borrowed chronologies” that Murphy used in his 

research. 

In Maine, researchers noticed the prevalence of formalized GST amongst 

numerous Archaic period sites (Bolian 1980; Cox 1991; Maymon and Bolian 1992; 

Petersen 1991; Petersen and Putnam 1992; Petersen et al. 1984; Bourque 1995; Robinson 

1992, 1996, 2001). Research concerning patterns in GST resulted in the designation of a 

series of well-known technological traditions spanning the Archaic period on the MP 

(Sanger 1973; Robinson 1992, 2001; Bourque 1995; Ritchie 1980; Funk 1988; Suttie 

2005). These traditions have been widely referenced in research within the CM.  

Robinson (2001:89-90) first designated the “quartz core and uniface industry” 

(QCUI, ca. 9,000 – 7,000 BP), in which “bifacial projectile points are often scarce or 

absent” throughout the MP, and there is a marked “abundance of quartz flakes, shatter, 

small cores and/or thick unifaces”. The industry is also associated with limited amounts 

of GST, including: tabular choppers (Maymon and Bolian 1992:126; Sanger et al. 

1992:154; Petersen and Putnam 1992:41), gouges and adzes (Robbins 1968), rods and 

facetted whetstones (Dincauze 1976:80; Sanger et al. 1992:154), and facetted nodules of 

hematite (Robinson 2001:90). Further, Robinson (2001:94) also designated the Gulf of 

Maine Archaic Tradition (GMAT, ca. 9,000 – 6,000 BP) which he defines as a long-

standing technological tradition characterized by the diminished presence of bifacial 
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technology whereas “core/flake and ground stone technologies show continuity through 

time”. 

The GMAT was designated after Robinson “assimilated evidence from an 

increasing number of site components” that demonstrated “beyond reasonable doubt” that 

a sustained depopulation did not occur in the region during the Archaic period (Robinson 

2001:93). Robinson (2001:91, 93-94) suggests that the QCUI and GMAT are 

distinguishable from one another, in so far as the former describes “a limited 

technological horizon drawing attention to broad relationships” throughout northeastern 

North America, whereas the latter represents a large-scale technological tradition “within 

which considerable variation is expected and concordance of different cultural 

subsystems [must] be demonstrated”. 

 The Laurentian tradition (ca. 6,000 – 4,500 BP), as defined by Ritchie (1980:79), 

represents “an extensive Archaic cultural continuum, widely spread throughout 

northeastern North America”. The tradition’s most diagnostic traits include GST such as 

“…the gouge; adz; plummet; ground slate points and knives, including the semilunar 

form or ulu…and simple forms of the bannerstone”. The Sharrow and Brigham sites in 

Maine contain the GST listed above, in addition to plummets and a number of ground 

bone tools that represent technological continuity over thousands of years (Petersen 

1991:149). The Laurentian tradition is expressed elsewhere in the FN in a number of 

sites; discussing the entirety of these sites is beyond the scope of this thesis, as the 

research boundaries are within the MP.  

 The last technological tradition spanning the Archaic period is the Susquehanna 

tradition (ca. 3,700– 3,400 BP), which represents both a mortuary component and an 
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occupation component (Robinson 2001:106). The Susquehanna tradition has been the 

most contentious amongst archaeologists, mostly in the FN, as it appears that the 

boundaries for the technological tradition generally lie outside of the CM (Tuck 1991:61-

62). Briefly, the Susquehanna tradition represents a drastic change in Pre-Contact 

technology; some have interpreted the change as evidence of migration (Sanger 1975:69-

73) or intrusion (Dincauze 1975:27). Others prefer to view these changes through the lens 

of a continuum in culture/technology (e.g., Cross 1990:105; Petersen 1995:221, Snow 

1980:246). 

 There has been an impressive amount of professional research done on the MP in 

recent years, through which archaeologists have been able to refine the chronological 

resolution for the Culture-History divisions used in the region. Through future research, 

archaeologists will further refine the chronological interpretations currently understood 

on the MP. A brief summary of the changes in GST through time on the MP is presented 

below, in the accepted cultural-historical rubric currently employed on the MP. The 

summary provided references the most up-to-date radiocarbon studies on GST specimens 

from dated sites on the MP and in the CM. 

Changes in Ground Stone Technology Through Time on the Maritime Peninsula 

The Paleoindian Period (ca. 12,900 – 10,200 BP) 

The Paleoindian period on the MP is currently represented by a small number of 

professionally-excavated archaeological sites (Gramly 1981; Speiss and Wilson 1987, 

Bonnichsen et al. 1993; Lothrop et al. 2011; MacDonald 1968; Speiss and Lothrop 1989; 

Suttie et al. 2013; Suttie 2014). To date, only three sites in the CM have produced GST 
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dating to this time period; BgDq-38 and BgDp-4 in Pennfield, NB (Suttie et al. 2013; 

Suttie 2014), and the Debert site (BiCu-1) in Nova Scotia (MacDonald 1968). The GST 

present on these sites consists of large cobble abraders. Formalized ground stone tools 

have yet to be recovered from Paleoindian contexts on the MP. Additional archaeological 

investigation should clarify whether formalized tools were a technological component 

during the Paleoindian period in the region. 

The Early Archaic Period (ca. 10,200 – 8,200 BP) 

Archaeologists have been able to achieve a cursory understanding of the Early 

Archaic period on the MP, despite lacking representation in the archaeological record. In 

the CM, representation is especially reduced; only one archaeological site, the Jolicure 

Ridge site (BlDp-27), has produced Early Archaic period material (Suttie 2014). A single 

flaked stone artifact was recovered from the site. 

In the FN, researchers have found evidence for the early formalization of GST 

during the Early Archaic period. At the Weirs Beach site in New Hampshire, 

archaeologists recovered ground stone rods dating to between 9,155 ± 395 BP and 8,985 

± 210 BP (Bolian 1980; Maymon and Bolian 1992). Further, at the Sand Hill site in 

Connecticut, researchers excavated a number of formalized ground stone tools from Early 

Archaic period contexts (Robinson 2001:92). These tools include ground stone axes 

(8,920±100 BP), adzes (8,710±60 BP), and gouges (8,920±100 BP), in addition to 

facetted ground hematite nodules (8,490±60 BP). The presence of the ground hematite 

was interpreted as an early expression of mortuary ceremonialism in the FN. The 

presence of the ground stone rods, axes, adzes, and gouges amongst these sites indicates 
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that the formalization of GST occurred in the region between the latter part of the Late 

Paleoindian period (ca. 11,600 – 10,200 BP), and the Early Archaic period (Figure 2.2). 

The Middle Archaic Period (ca. 8,200 – 7,000 BP) 

Archaeologists argue that a major shift in Pre-Contact technology occurred during 

the Middle Archaic period on the MP; this assertion is based on the increased abundance 

of formalized ground stone tools in the archaeological record. A significant number of 

professionally-excavated archaeological sites dating to the Middle Archaic period have 

been analyzed and reported, and appear to confirm these hypotheses (e.g., Petersen 1991; 

Petersen and Putnam 1992; Sanger 1996; Suttie 2005, 2014). Murphy (1998) correlates 

the heightened presence of formalized ground stone tools during the Middle Archaic 

period to drastic changes in environmental conditions on the MP at the time. 

To elaborate, a rise in the mean temperature during the Middle Archaic period led 

to the growth of  large “mast-forests” throughout the region, in which Hemlock (Tsuga 

species), and Pine (Pinus species) dominated the landscape (Mott 1975). In some parts of 

the MP, such as northern NB, large tree species never replaced the predominantly birch 

forests of the Middle Archaic period (Mott et al. 2004). Archaeologists were able to 

determine that humans relied heavily on lacustrine and riverine resources during the 

Middle Archaic period (Petersen 1991). Murphy (1998) argued that the changes in forest, 

and preferred subsistence strategies led to reliance on formalized ground stone tools for 

the construction of specialized watercraft (i.e., dugout canoes). Environmental 

determinism is not the only perspective through which researchers could interpret the 
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changes during the Middle Archaic period; thus far, the hypotheses described above have 

been generally accepted by the archaeological community on the MP. 

The Late Archaic Period (ca. 7,000 – 4,500 BP) 

Archaeologists have noted another marked shift in Pre-Contact technology during 

the Late Archaic period, in which an increase in mortuary ceremonialism spurred the 

formation of certain “non-utilitarian” ground stone artifacts attributed to the MBT 

(Sanger 1973; Bourque 1995, 2012; Robinson 1996, 2001). One of the most notable sites 

in NB that dates to the end of the Late Archaic period is the Cow Point site (BlDn-2; 

Sanger 1973). Researchers suggest that at least in part, the morphologies of these 

ceremonial objects could have been inspired by previous utilitarian implements made 

from bone (e.g., gouges made from scapula, bayonets made from swordfish rostrum). 

Further, researchers note the modified size of previously well-established utilitarian 

ground stone tools on the MP (i.e., smaller full-channeled gouges) during the Late 

Archaic period. Despite the changes in size and shape, archaeologists believe these tools 

continued to be used in heavy woodworking tasks (Murphy 1998). By the Terminal 

Archaic period, these forms of GST declined in presence on the MP; archaeologists 

attribute this decline to the development of birch bark technology, which included birch 

bark canoes (Suttie 2014). 

Another interesting development during the Late Archaic period is that of ground 

slate technology, such as ground slate semi-lunar knives; this change is attributed to the 

mass processing of fish and various red meats (Suttie 2005). At the Mill Lake Island site 

(BhDq-5) in NB, artifacts made of ground slate occurring in situ with evidence of faunal 
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processing (i.e., cut marks on fish vertebrae, mammal bones) were collected from the site. 

On the MP, ground slate technology persists until ca. 2500 BP, when gorgets and 

birdstones disappear from the archaeological record (Suttie 2005). It should be mentioned 

that the GFC Collection contains a small amount of ground slate, but as the amount is so 

negligible, the ground slate artifacts were excluded from this research. 

The Terminal Archaic Period (ca. 4,500 – 3,200 BP) 

In NB, archaeologists have discovered a relatively small number of Terminal 

Archaic period sites and/or site components. The most notable of these sites are: the Mud 

Lake Stream site (BkDw-5; Deal 1984, 1985, 1986), and BgDq-39, a site located in the 

Pennfield area of southwestern NB (Suttie et al. 2013; Suttie 2014). BgDq-39 is 

particularly noteworthy, as at least one artifact gathered from its contexts indicate the 

presence of larger forms of GST typically attributed to the Late Archaic period (i.e., a 

large, pecked and ground adze dating to ca. 4,000 cal BP, as seen in Figure 2.3). The 

remaining ground stone tools recovered from the site are predictably smaller; these 

specimens include a second pecked and ground adze dating to ca. 3,600 cal BP, and a 

flaked and ground axe dating to ca. 3,300 BP (Figure 2.3). 

Archaeologists believe that people ceased relying on dugout canoe technology by 

the Terminal Archaic period on the MP; this hypothesis is based on the smaller size of 

ground stone tools, and the apparent disappearance of gouges from the archaeological 

record in the region (Murphy 1998; Suttie 2014). Researchers believe these changes 

coincided with the development of birch bark technologies. A cut piece of birch bark was 

recently excavated from a rock midden dating to ca. 3,600 – 3,300 cal BP at BgDq-39; 
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the birch bark was recovered from the same contexts as the abovementioned ground stone 

tools (Suttie 2014). Unfortunately, residue analyses performed on the artifacts could not 

determine whether they were used to cut the birch bark piece (Cummings et al. 2012). 

A small axe recovered from the same site provides a cautionary note against 

attributing a general function (e.g., woodworking) to form. Upon its discovery, 

researchers remarked that the axe seemed ill-suited for heavy woodworking tasks due to 

its lithic material (Suttie and Nicholas 2012). After performing starch and residue 

analyses on the artifact, researchers discovered that it had not been in contact with wood 

specimens; rather, the “axe” appeared to have been used to cut seed grasses (Cummings 

et al. 2012; Suttie et al. 2013). Photomicrographs taken of the artifact’s cutting edge show 

clear striations oriented in a perpendicular direction to the long axis of the tool, indicating 

that it was not used in the fashion of an axe. Instead, archaeologists argue that the tool 

was used like a sickle, to cut rather than chop (Suttie 2014). Basic usewear analysis was 

performed on the ground stone tools at the center of this research; however, detailed 

laboratory analyses like the ones mentioned above could offer a clearer understanding of 

these tools. Such analyses were beyond the scope of this research, but could be pursued 

in the future.  

The Maritime Woodland Period (ca. 3,200 – 500 BP) 

In NB, the vast majority of Maritime Woodland period assemblages are 

dominated by flaked stone technology (FST), although GST has been recovered in small 

numbers, usually in the form of gorgets, axes, and adzes (Turnbull 1980; Allen 1981, 

2005; Foulkes 1981; Deal 1986; Black 1989; Leonard 1996; Blair 2003; Suttie 2010, 
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2011). These findings are largely based on research conducted at the Minister’s Island 

site (BgDs-10; Sanger 1971), the Augustine Mound site (CfDl-2; Turnbull 1975, 1980), 

and on the McKinlay
1
 site’s artifact assemblage (Turnbull 1979). 

In the recent past, archaeologists have sought to better understand the scope of 

utilitarian ground stone tools from Maritime Woodland period contexts (Leonard 1996; 

Allen 1981; Suttie 2011). Archaeologists have also endeavored to better understand 

recreational uses of GST on the MP; evidence from the Passamaquoddy Bay area 

suggests that during that Late Maritime Woodland period (ca. 1,800 – 500 BP), people 

may have been making “gaming pieces” (Sanger 1973; Hammon 1984). These gaming 

pieces appear in the form of ground pebbles with incised pictographs, which have been 

recovered from the Minister’s Island site (BgDs-10), and Holt’s Point site (BgDr-9). 

The Proto-Historic Period (ca. 500 BP) 

As was mentioned at the first of this chapter, GST has been observed at the point 

of European contact on the MP, but the technology appears to have been replaced by 

metal implements rather rapidly. If one were to consider any form of GST surviving well 

into the Historic period, it would have to be the carving of ceremonial smoking pipes 

from soft metamorphic rocks such as steatite. In NB, the lithic materials used to carve 

                                                 

1
 The McKinlay site was first discovered in the late 19

th
 century during construction. The landowner was 

not an archaeologist, so he did not record provenance information for the artifacts that he collected. The 

exact location of the McKinlay site remains unknown; for this reason, the McKinlay site has no Borden 

designation. 
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these items are commonly referred to as a collective “pipestone”. According to 

researchers on the MP, the tradition of producing intricately-decorated “Micmac pipes” 

for ceremonial purposes persisted into the Historic period (Witthoft et al. 1953:94).  

Archaeologists believe that the pipestone material was/is first quarried from 

known sources, such as the Temogonops quarry in northeastern NB (Brent Suttie, 

personal communication 2014). The archaeological record shows that the transportation 

of raw materials for manufacture in other locations (i.e., occupation sites) has been a 

long-established occurrence; evidence for this practice has been found at the Gooseberry 

Point site (BfDr-3) in NB (Turnbull 1981; Suttie 2004b), and the Gilman Falls site in 

Central Maine (Sanger 1996). In the case of pipestone, recent discoveries on two 

occupation sites (CcCr-51 and CcCr-52) from Prince Edward Island show evidence of 

Proto-Historic pipe-making (Allen 2010). Today, pipestone quarries in NB are considered 

sacred sites among First Nations, and their ceremonial use continues. 

Another example of a Proto-Historic period artifact is the well-known Val-

Comeau canoe. The dugout canoe, made of white pine and from NB, was sampled and 

two specimens (“Beta-212291” and “Beta-200541”) were sent for radiocarbon dating. 

Both samples returned similar dates: 400 ± 40 BP and 440 ± 50 BP, respectively 

(Bourgeois 2006; Suttie 2008). Supplementary dendrochronological studies support these 

dates, indicating that “the tree used to construct the canoe was felled after the year 1557” 

(Pickard et al. 2011:6). 

In the wake of the object’s discovery, Bourgeois (2006) and Suttie (2008) 

undertook experimental research to determine the process involved in constructing a 

dugout canoe. After copious experimentation, Suttie (2008) determined that in order to 
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construct a dugout canoe, a series of tools were required for shaping; tools that appear to 

fall under the same “type” (i.e., gouges can be short-channeled or full-channeled, but are 

considered “gouges” all the same) may not provide the same efficiencies during use. 

Suttie’s (2008) research showed that even slight variations in morphology amongst tools 

of the same “type” resulted in different levels of functionality. He concluded that caches 

of edged, heavy ground stone tools, such as the Rouen Islet (BfDr-8; Davis 1982) cache, 

should be considered toolkits rather than a simple assortment of similar ground stone tool 

types. 

With regards to the Rouen Islet cache, Suttie (2008) explains that the slight 

morphological differences between the five ground stone specimens indicate their varied 

uses. While the tools appear to be have been hafted in similar ways, they vary in their 

morphologies. Suttie (2008) interpreted these tools individually, and suggested individual 

uses based on morphology; there was a “heavy felling axe” for debarking and initial 

shaping, a smaller axe for carving and fine-shaping, a flat adze for planing the sides of 

the watercraft, an adze with a curved bit for “scooping” out material, and an elongated 

pick-like adze for “chunking” out the bow and stern of the canoe (Suttie 2008). The same 

characteristics that would make these tools useful in the construction of dugout canoes 

could also be beneficial in other heavy woodworking tasks; such as the construction of 

the well-documented wooden cooking troughs mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. 
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Figure 2.1: A photograph of Moorehead’s archaeological finds from the 1914 survey of the St. John 

River in New Brunswick. Large cardboard boxes containing artifacts measure approximately 4x6 

inches. Photograph taken by Brent Suttie, with courtesy of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology at 

Phillips Academy. 
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Figure 2.2: Calibrated age ranges showing the earliest known occurrence of ground stone rods from 

the Weir Beach site (WB-1 and WB-2) in New Hampshire, and the formalized ground stone tools 

from the Sand Hill site (SH-1, SH-2, and SH-3) in Connecticut. Figure created using data obtained 

from Maymon and Bolian (1992) and Robinson (2001), respectively. 
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Figure 2.3: A composite photograph showing the edged, heavy ground stone tools recovered from 

BgDq-39; a Terminal Archaic period site located near Pennfield, New Brunswick. Composite 

photograph courtesy of Brent Suttie (2014). 
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CHAPTER 3 : THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 

This chapter explains the theoretical underpinnings inherent in the classification 

of artifacts. A brief summary of the significant theoretical debates surrounding artifact 

classification is offered. This summary provides the context needed to understand modern 

theoretical and methodological approaches to artifact classification, particularly as it 

concerns GST. Following this summary, I describe the theoretical approach employed in 

this research, and explain the methodology used in classification. 

Theoretical and Methodological Approaches to Ground Stone Technology 

In order to “make sense” of the archaeological record archaeologists employ, 

whether implicitly or explicitly, a theoretical orientation. In the past, North American 

archaeologists have sought a “more anthropological and scientific” discipline, but 

disagreed on choosing an appropriate theory to structure archaeological investigation 

(Wylie 2002:42). Although differing perspectives led to several paradigm shifts 

throughout the years, none were successful in completely displacing the other. As a 

result, archaeologists have “never had a coherent theoretical structure to guide 

investigation” (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:7). The following sections describe these 

theoretical perspectives, and explore the theoretical underpinnings for artifact 

classification. 

Culture-History and the Archaeological Record 

The first successful theoretical paradigm amongst archaeologists on the MP was 

Culture-History. Culture-historians enforced that the collection of “basic data” (i.e., 
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artifacts) would lead to “ethnographic insights” on their own (Wylie 2002:42). For 

example, Willoughby (1898) and Moorehead (1922b) attempted to learn about the “Red 

Paint” culture through simple artifact collection; but conceptualizing artifacts as “basic 

data” is problematic, as it assumes there is something inherent in the objects that is 

discoverable when in reality, artifacts “tell us nothing about the past in themselves” 

(Johnson 2010:12, emphasis in original). The “past” exists “only in the things 

[archaeologists] say about it” through the study of artifacts that “actually belong in the 

present” (Johnson 2010:12). 

For a time, culture-historians attempted to “systematize” the archaeological record 

by classifying artifacts while intentionally avoiding a theoretical orientation (e.g., 

McKern 1939).  These archaeologists relied on “coherent ideas” rather than theory to 

structure their investigations, and believed that the resulting data would “speak” for itself 

(Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:7).  The reliance on “common sense to justify crucial 

decisions” in artifact classification became a contentious subject for archaeologists who 

questioned the omittance of theory in archaeological investigation (Lyman et al. 

1997:161).   

Theory provides archaeologists with a sort of “harness” in research; to use 

Steward’s (1944:99) words: just as it is “wholly impossible to collect bare facts (i.e., 

artifacts), it is also equally impossible merely to give significant order to facts without 

reference to some theory or problem”.  However they are conceived, facts are important 

to archaeological investigation, but “without theory they remain utterly silent” (Johnson 

2010:7).  According to Johnson (2010:7), what makes an archaeologist rather than a 
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“mindless collector” are the “rules [i.e., theories] that archaeologists use to translate 

‘facts’ into meaningful accounts of the past”. 

During the mid-1900s there was a push amongst archaeologists to embrace 

empiricist methods. This push was initiated by the development of radiocarbon dating 

technology, which provided archaeologists with a new, scientific way of classifying the 

archaeological record. As efforts to bring a heightened level of empiricism into 

archaeological practice increased, so too did competing theories. For example, 

constructivist arguments against a “single, foundational, all-purpose system of 

classification” claimed that such efforts were “fundamentally misguided” because 

researchers “impose structure on archaeological material when they develop 

classificatory schemes” (Brew 1971:105, emphasis mine). Further, radical constructivists, 

such as James Ford, refuted the existence of a “fundamental structure inherent in the 

record” that could be recorded in “problem-neutral terms” (Wylie 2002:42). 

In response, critics accused radical constructivists of failing to accept the 

“conceptual ground rules of the scientific enterprise”, of which archaeology is a part 

(Wylie 2002:49).  In Spaulding’s (1954:112) words: 

“the concept of a real world, i.e., one having an existence independent of 

the observer, is a fundamental assumption of the scientific method; 

questions of the ultimate nature of reality fall strictly within the province 

of philosophy and are obfuscations when introduced in a scientific 

context”.   

 

Spaulding opposed the constructivist notion that all archaeological investigation is 

devoid of scientific merit, and viewed the argument as a hindrance in attaining a “more 

scientific” archaeology (Johnson 2010:21).  He was willing to admit, however, that 
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archaeology’s “most firmly established ‘facts’ are probably no more than hypotheses in 

whose favor there is a great deal of evidence” (1954:113). 

Archaeologists mediating between the polarities established by Ford and 

Spaulding insisted that “typological schemes are neither strictly arbitrary nor inherent in 

the data” and that “methods of discovery and of construction are both indispensable” 

(Wiley 2002:51).  They also enforced the use of hypotheses in the conceptual structuring 

of classification schemes, and that the subsequent “testing” of these schemes would 

“validate” investigation (Beardsley et al. 1956). These perspectives led to the 

introduction of the “New Archaeology”. 

Processualism and the “New Archaeology” 

The “New Archaeology” was a paradigm shift that occurred in the late 1960s in 

response to the unpalatable principles of “traditional” archaeology, such as Culture-

History (Kuhn 1962; Renfrew 1973).  Processualism became the leading theoretical 

orientation in archaeology at this time; processualists rejected the normative view of 

culture, and conceived of it instead as “integrated and bounded systems” that change 

through time (Binford 1965; Flannery 1967; Lyman and O’Brien 2004; Plog 1975:208; 

Trigger 1984:274).   

In terms of the structure of archaeological investigation, processualists enforced 

the need for a clear problem-orientation, as well as a transparency in bias: “a good 

scientist…does not use unspoken and implicit assumptions, [they] make clear their aims 

and interests” (D. Clarke 1968; Johnson 2010:26). These archaeologists urged the use of 

“science” in archaeological investigation to avoid “problems of inference” (Johnson 
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2010:38). In order to mitigate such issues, processualists argued that archaeological 

theory must be kept separate from methodology in the interest of maintaining “neutrality” 

in research.   

Despite their best attempts, processualists were still tasked with interpreting the 

past using artifacts that only exist “in the present” (Johnson 2010:12).  Consequently, 

analogies became important to the processualist doctrine. Lewis Binford (1962, 1965, 

1972, 1983) identified the use of analogy in archaeological investigation as a central 

issue; processualists began to employ a number of “actualistic” studies (e.g., 

ethnographic, ethnoarchaeological, experimental archaeology) in order to better 

understand the past. Such studies continue on the MP, as in the example of Suttie’s 

(2008) and Bourgeois’ (2006) experimental research on the functionality of edged, heavy 

ground stone implements in the construction of dugout canoes. 

Postprocessual Archaeology 

Postprocessualism developed as a reactionary movement against the shortfalls of 

the “New Archaeology”. The postprocessualist movement did not represent a singular 

perspective, but rather a myriad of perspectives dealing in abstract concepts (e.g., agency, 

landscape, gender). A primary concern amongst postprocessualists was the loss of agency 

in the processualist approach; they argued that processualist views of the past “portrayed 

people as passive dupes who blindly follow social rules” (Johnson 2010:108).  On the 

MP, postprocessual perspectives did not become as popular as in other parts of the world 

(e.g., the United Kingdom); this could be because the socio-political climate with regards 
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to First Nations heritage is different on the MP. Ground stone technology on the MP has 

not been considered through the lens of postprocessualism. 

In terms of the structure of archaeological investigation, postprocessualists 

rejected the notion of a separate theory and methodology in research (Feyerabend 1988; 

Shanks and Tilley 1992). Some have argued that the act of “divorcing” theory from 

method forces archaeologists into the “dead-end activity” of haphazard interpretation 

(Dunnell 1986:150).While postprocessualist perspectives never became a strong 

component of archaeological research on the MP, concepts such as agency, practice, and 

symbolism are considered using processual-plus approaches (Hegmon 2003). 

Processual-Plus Archaeology 

Michelle Hegmon (2003) coined the term processual-plus archaeology to reflect 

the way theory is applied in North American archaeology. In North America, theory is 

characterized in terms of “approaches manifested in research issues, rather than in 

explicit theoretical positions” (Hegmon 2003:213). Hegmon (2003:214) believes this 

theoretical climate came to be because of a “considerable tolerance of theoretical 

diversity” in North America. While there are three clear-cut theoretical perspectives in 

North American archaeology (i.e., evolutionary ecology, behavioral archaeology, and 

Darwinian archaeology), a “large majority” of North American research takes on 

postprocessual themes but attempts to develop systematic methodologies and 

generalizable conclusions” (Hegmon 2003:213, 218). The major themes in processual-

plus approaches in archaeology interlink with concepts of “gender, agency/practice, 

symbols, and meaning, material culture, and native perspectives” (Hegmon 2003:213). 
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Unit Construction in Archaeology 

Unit construction in archaeological investigation is a crucial step in any research 

project, certainly in cases where classification of artifacts is intended. For the purposes of 

this research, I relied on Ramenofsky and Steffen’s (1998) insights regarding the process 

of unit construction in archaeological investigation. The major methodological concern 

for any researcher undertaking artifact classification is whether or not the data gathered 

reflects what the researcher intended to study. 

Archaeologists are tasked with using the archaeological record- a “thing of shreds 

and tatters”- to interpret the human past; unfortunately, because the record does not come 

“prepackaged,” archaeologists must piece data together in order to “say something 

intelligible” about it (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:3).  The construction of units of 

measurement is the means by which archaeologists “capture” data that can then be 

interpreted; this process is called “unit construction” (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:3).  

In this context, the term “unit” encompasses “all divisions of variation, at all scales of 

observation or complexity” (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:3). 

All archaeological investigations necessitate units of measurement for data 

interpretation, regardless of whether archaeologists create them implicitly or explicitly.  It 

is important to recognize the historical tendency on behalf of archaeologists to “equate 

archaeological units with discrete objects [that] can be physically sorted into groups” 

(Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:5).  Archaeologists sort discrete objects (i.e., artifacts) 

into units of measurement for analytical purposes; because they can refer back to these 

discrete objects, it becomes “relatively easy to think of units as real” (Ramenofsky and 

Steffen 1998:5).  In order to avoid this mistake, archaeologists are encouraged to be 
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explicit in their definitions of analytical tools.  The haphazard conceptualization of units 

led to bitter theoretical debates in archaeology (Adams and Adams 1991; Binford 1972; 

Brew 1946; Dunnell 1986, 1995; Ford 1954, 1962; Hill and Evans 1972; Spaulding 1953, 

1954; Taylor 1948). 

The unit construction process begins with ideas, because ideas are “the rationale 

behind measurement” (Adams and Adams 1991; Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:7).  

While ideas can take many forms, including assumptions and questions, theory is 

“arguably the most effective and most elegant way to structure measurement [because it] 

provides the ground rules behind measurement” (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:7).  

Because unit construction is a conceptual process, archaeologists must clearly define the 

intended purpose of their units of measurement. 

Units of measurement are constructed according to their purpose in analysis, and 

reflect a specific degree of variability, as defined by the archaeologist (e.g., temporal 

units reflect chronological data).  Since units of measurement are constructs, and are 

defined to “capture” a specified range of variability, then the units “imposed” onto the 

archaeological record will produce a certain data pattern (Ramenofsky and Steffen 

1998:7).  These patterns are not inherent to the archaeological record; rather they reflect 

the specific way in which archaeologists choose to “slice up” the archaeological record.  

This implies that there are various ways in which archaeologists can partition the 

archaeological record.  In order to understand the performance of their units of 

measurement, archaeologists must consider three structural principles germane to unit 

construction: scale, unit content, and unit definition. 
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According to Ramenofsky and Steffen (1998:4) there are two notions of scale as it 

pertains to unit structure.  Scale can refer to both “inclusiveness” and “resolution”; the 

former “indicates the scope of material measured and described by units” while the latter 

“refers to the degree of detail or fineness” of a unit.  Scale can also refer to scales of 

measurement, including: nominal (e.g., typologies), ordinal (e.g., the Richter scale), 

interval (e.g., latitude, longitude), and ratio (e.g., length, weight) scales of measurement. 

Unit content is composed of either “empirical entities” or abstract “concepts” 

(Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:5).  According to Ramenofsky and Steffen (1998:5), 

empirical units gather information using “direct observation,” and the resulting data is 

correlated with “something physical” (e.g., Clovis point).  In contrast, abstract units 

measure concepts with “no direct empirical referent” (e.g., civilization).  In the case of 

abstract units, archaeologists must carefully define the “selection criteria” that governs 

the performance of the unit during measurement. 

Regarding unit definition, units of measurement can be defined either 

“intensionally” or “extensionally”.  Because empirical units gather data using “direct 

observation”, their unit definitions tend to be generally “extensional”; meaning that they 

are defined “in relation to specific groups [derived from] sorting activities” (Dunnell 

1971:15; Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:5).  In comparison, abstract units are defined 

“intensionally” as they are “developed from concepts and imposed on phenomena” 

(Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:5).  Again, the linkages between unit content and unit 

definition should be seen as generalizations rather than absolute truths. 

The evaluation of units of measurement is an important consideration in any 

archaeological investigation.  First, of particular importance to this consideration is the 
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role of units of measurement; whether they are “analytic” or “synthetic” (Ramenofsky 

and Steffen 1998:8).  Analytic units are used to “segment actual observations…and 

describe the properties being measured” (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:8).  In 

comparison, synthetic units “organize these analytic observations into categories used in 

interpretation or explanation” (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:8). 

Second, the adequacy of the units used in archaeological investigation must be 

evaluated; this is done through the consideration of unit “reliability” and “validity” 

(Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:8).  The reliability of a unit of measurement is determined 

by its ability to produce “precise and accurate measurements” in analysis; in short, the 

reliability of a unit considers its consistency as a measurement tool.  Validity is 

concerned with the “relevance” of units of measurement to the “goals of research”, and is 

considered within the “ideational” realm (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:9).  In this case, 

validity is often “linked with bias”, which can “greatly diminish the validity of 

measurement” (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:9).  It is the job of the archaeologist to 

decide “how much error can be tolerated in a research decision” (Ramenofsky and 

Steffen 1998:9). 

Ramenofsky and Steffen (1998:9) identify two kinds of validity: “empirical 

validity” and “abstract validity”.  In the example of empirical validity, this assesses 

whether the unit performs “within a research context” and focuses on “unit performance 

relative to the larger research structure” (Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:9).  In contrast, 

abstract validity “addresses the conceptual coherence between research goals and unit 

concepts… [and] addresses whether the units actually measure the concept of interest” 

(Ramenofsky and Steffen 1998:9). 
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 Greater emphasis has been placed on archaeologists to clearly define their units, 

and be conscious of their reliability and validity during archaeological investigation.  

Following the development of archaeological theory, the perception of unit construction 

has become a central consideration for all archaeologists.  In the following sections, I 

define the units of analysis used in this research, and consider their performance in 

relation to my intended research goals. 

Units of Measurement in Classification 

This research consists of a technological analysis of the ground stone axes, adzes, 

and gouges in the GFC Collection.  Through this research, I intend to better understand 

the linkages between artifact morphology, hafting techniques, tool function, and human 

behavior.  I admit that working with a curated collection of inadequate contextual 

documentation poses certain interpretive challenges; in cases where I interpret meaning, I 

do so with reference to past research on the MP. 

 The construction of the units of measurement used in this research began with a 

conceptual outline, in following with Ramenofsky and Steffen’s (1998:7) considerations 

of the role of ideas for units of analysis: “unit construction begins with ideas because 

ideas are the rationale behind measurement”.  This conceptual outline served to organize 

thought, and helped in the development of an efficient classification scheme for the 

ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges in the GFC Collection.  Further, the conceptual 

process helps in considering the “problems of consistency” that archaeologists must 

address when constructing units of measurement (Whittaker et al. 1998:138). 
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 The conceptual process began with the consideration of ground stone “types”, 

specifically what archaeologists refer to as ground stone “axes”, “adzes”, and “gouges”.  

To begin, “ground stone” must be defined; using Odell’s (2004:74) definition, “ground 

stone” refers to a group of technologies “distinguished from chipped [or “flaked”] stone 

in having been modified through abrasive, as opposed to percussive forces”.   Odell’s 

definition necessitates a caveat; in cases of manufacture, the initial shaping of some 

ground stone specimens can be “accompanied by chipping”.  Likewise, certain flaked 

stone artifacts show evidence of grinding, as in the case with Otter Creek points on the 

MP (Funk 1988).  Further, as it relates to FST, areas intended to be striking platforms are 

often ground prior to flake removal (Andrefsky 2008). “Ground stone” can also refer to a 

functional purpose where the tool is utilized as a means of abrasion (Odell 2004:75). 

 Following the definition of ground stone offered above, “axes” are defined as “a 

stone…cutting tool mounted on a wooden or bone haft with the cutting edge parallel to 

the haft” (Darvill 2008:35). In comparison, “adzes” are defined as a “woodworking tool 

which has its working edge perpendicular to the long axis of the haft [and] are generally 

used for trimming and shaping timbers, and for hollowing out large cavities such as in 

making a dugout canoe” (Darvill 2008:4). “Gouges” have been defined in the 

archaeological literature as “a chisel with a concave blade…it is a long, tapered, 

semicylindrical implement with a broad groove or hollow at the U-shaped, scooplike 

working end” (Kipfer 2007:98). I understand these “types” as constructs in themselves 

with theory-laden underpinnings; for the purposes of this discussion, and due to the 

constraints of working on a curated collection, these constructs are used as starting points 
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for research.  I do not intend for the units of measurement provided here to be mutually 

exclusive, but rather represent the major trends in ground stone tool morphology. 

 The following section describes the classification scheme (Figure 3.1) that each 

individual artifact was filtered through in order to procure data.  These sections represent 

the units of measurement used in this thesis.  While the classification scheme relied on 

concepts rather than empirical data, the metrics taken for each artifact had stringent rules 

for data collection (Figure 3.2). It is important to note that the resulting data from the 

classification of these specimens is described using alphanumeric designations; the order 

in which these units appear is important, as their alphanumeric designations was the 

ensuing “data” collected (the combination of numbers and letters represents variability in 

the axes, adzes, and gouges studied). 

Manufacturing Technique 

The following units capture the manufacturing techniques employed on the 

ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges in the GFC Collection: 

1. Pecked and ground 

2. Battered and ground 

3. Flaked and ground 

4. Ground 

5. Ground and polished 

In the case of GST, varied production techniques are used in initial shaping 

(Adams 2002:19).  For example, a ground stone tool can be both flaked and ground; the 

flakes being driven off the blank first, followed by the fine grinding of the implement in 
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order to achieve its final shape (Horsfall 1987).  “Pecking” is a common manufacturing 

technique for ground stone; it involves shaping a stone in a controlled way, using a 

hammerstone to crush the surface of the softer stone and remove small pieces with every 

blow (Darvill 2002:315; Adams 2002:153).  “Battering” is defined here as the rough 

shaping of a blank by pounding the object with a hammerstone.  “Flaking” is a technique 

where the ground stone blank is shaped through the removal of “flakes” via percussion 

with a hard hammerstone or other flaking tool (Darvill 2002:317). “Grinding” can be 

used either on its own or in conjunction with battering, pecking, flaking, or polishing. 

Both grinding and polishing involve the smoothing of an edge or surface by rubbing it 

with another harder stone prior to use (Darvill 2002:165); the slight difference between 

grinding and polishing is the use of a smaller rock grit or fine grained abrader to achieve 

the look of a polished rock surface (Adams 2002:22). 

Profile of Cross-Section 

The following units capture the shape of the profile of the cross-section on the 

ground stone axes, and adzes in the GFC Collection: 

A. Biconvex 

B. Plano-convex 

In general, axes tend to be biconvex and adzes plano-convex.  “Biconvex” refers 

to the appearance of the bit of the tool, extending to its general midpoint; both the dorsal 

and ventral surfaces of the tool meet at the bit in a relatively uniform fashion.  In 

comparison, “plano-convex” generally refers to the appearance of the bit end of adzes, 
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where the dorsal surface of the tool is more “convex” when compared to its ventral 

surface, which appears flatter, or “plano”. 

Channel Length 

The following units capture the length of the channel on the ventral surface of the 

ground stone gouges in the GFC Collection: 

A. Short-channeled 

B. Full-channeled 

“Short-channeled” refers to gouges in which the channel length is short relative to 

the entire length of the ventral surface.  In contrast, “full-channeled” gouges have channel 

lengths that extend the majority of the complete length of the ventral surface of the tool. 

Hafting Element 

The following units capture the hafting elements present on the ground stone 

axes, adzes, and gouges in the GFC Collection: 

1. Grooved 

2. Notched 

3. Keeled 

4. Nipple 

5. Roughed 

6. Other 

The techniques used in the production process can also be used for the preparation 

of hafting elements on tool surfaces. For the purposes of this research, a “hafting 

element” refers to the designated area on an artifact where the attaching, lashing or 
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adhering to a shaft or handle is made possible and corresponds to the intended use of the 

implement (Ahler 1979; Horsfall 1987). Shaft or handle is a reference to haft types, 

whose forms, I argue here, are in some way dependent on the tool form and the hafting 

element present on a particular tool, and can be studied using usewear (Adams 

2002:163).  

“Grooved” hafting elements are areas around the circumference of the tool that 

have been ground into the tool’s surface, aiding in securing a haft (Adams 2002:170).  

“Notched” hafting elements are also located at the lateral margins of the tool, where 

chunks of the lithic material are isolated and hollowed-out in order to facilitate hafting 

(Adams 2002:171).  “Keeled” hafting elements are a longitudinally raised area along the 

middle of the dorsal surface of the artifact, which help in stabilizing a haft (Willoughby 

1935:36).  “Nipple” hafting elements are comprised of a raised area on the dorsal surface 

of the tool that aid in securing a haft (Adams 2002:170).  “Roughed” hafting elements 

appear to be expediently made by “roughing” the surfaces (usually at the lateral margins) 

of a tool in order for the haft to adhere better to the artifact (Willoughby 1935:144).  A 

category called “other” is used to represent cases where I struggled to observe any hafting 

element, or in one instance, where the hafting element observed is ¾ grooved. 

Relative Width from Bit to Midpoint of Artifact 

The following units “capture” the relative width from bit to poll on the ground 

stone axes, adzes, and gouges in the GFC Collection: 

A. Flared 

B. Straight 
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In “flared” cases, the relative width of the bit to the poll is wider than in “straight” 

examples.  In “straight”, little or no difference in the relative width is perceived.  I 

believe that the variability between the flared and straight widths seeks to improve 

fastening within a haft, as is further discussed in the following chapter. 

In endeavoring to classify the ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges at the center 

of this research, a number of categories were developed to aid in classification. In terms 

of implements deemed suitable for comparative analysis, the artifacts were classified into 

the following categories: complete and fragmentary axes, complete and fragmentary 

adzes, and complete and fragmentary gouges. There were also those specimens that were 

deemed unsuitable for comparative analysis, which were classified into categories of their 

own, prefaced with the abbreviation “NCA” (i.e., “Not for Comparative Analysis”). 

These categories are: “NCA – Preforms”, “NCA – Modified Cobbles”, and “NCA – 

Miscellaneous”. 

Laboratory Procedures 

Despite its history as a private collection, all handling of the ground stone artifacts 

in the GFC Collection was done with powder-free nitrile gloves in order to protect 

against contamination.  Having been through a house fire, as well as surviving tangible 

environmental modification (e.g., water-rolling, bleaching, cryoturbation) before 

collection, these artifacts have undoubtedly been exposed to various contaminants; 

nonetheless, gloves were worn in good practice.  A new pair of powder-free nitrile gloves 

was worn between the handling of individual artifacts. 
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 In order to preserve tracking information, each artifact was placed into two sterile 

plastic bags for storage.  The first bag containing the artifact was labelled with a 

permanent marker, and then placed into a second, larger bag.  This method ensures a 

level of protection for the tracking information written on the bag.  In certain cases, 

artifact bags needed to be replaced due to age-related deterioration.  No loss of tracking 

information occurred.  In the past, archaeologists and private collectors labelled the 

artifacts themselves; this practice has been obsolete in NB for some time, out of respect 

for the artifacts, their creators in the past, and their subsequent descendants (Susan Blair, 

personal communication 2014). 

 The artifacts at the center of this research underwent a variety of measurement; 

the mass (in grams) of individual specimens was taken using a triple-beam balance scale.  

Each artifact was also measured for its length, width, and thickness (in millimeters) using 

digital calipers.  In order to maintain accuracy, these instruments were calibrated back to 

“zero” between every new measurement. 

Artifact description and measurements were incorporated into a digital database 

using FileMaker Pro.  This database has served past graduate students working on the 

GFC Collection; in convention with recent practice, the information gained from my 

studies of the ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges in the GFC Collection was also 

incorporated into the database.  Cora Woolsey’s (2010) recent research on the ceramic 

sherds in the GFC Collection prompted a re-organization of the database’s template.  As 

part of her research, she designed a template that would display “[artifact] attributes in as 

consistent a manner as possible” (Woolsey 2010:8).  The intuitive and simple design of 

these templates served my research well; the data gained from my research was 
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incorporated into the database using her format for a template. This digital database does 

not only provide an efficient means of searching data, but also preserves provenance 

information and acts as a repository for  future research.
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Figure 3.1: The conceptual schema used in the classification and analysis of the 107 ground stone 

specimens involved in this research. 
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Figure 3.2: The tool analysis chart developed and used to aid in the consistent gathering of data 

during the analysis phase of this research. 
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CHAPTER 4 : ANALYSIS 

This chapter presents a detailed technological analysis of a selection of 107 

ground stone artifacts from the GFC Collection. Specifically, 80 specimens were chosen 

for detailed analysis, while the other 27 were excluded from in-depth study; the reasons 

for these decisions are explained below. Comparisons involving proportion are a key 

component of this research, as they clarify the composition of the GFC Collection, 

especially in terms of its edged, heavy ground stone tools. 

An Overview of the Ground Stone Artifacts Chosen for Analysis 

A hundred and seven specimens from the GFC Collection were considered for 

technological analysis; of these artifacts, 80 qualified detailed analysis while the other 27 

did not (Figure 4.1). These 27 specimens were excluded from detailed analysis for the 

following reasons: 1) they were not modified by humans; 2) they were extensively 

damaged; 3) they were recently made; 4) their morphologies could not be classified; 5) 

they came from regions outside of the FN; 6) they were identified as preforms; 7) they 

were identified as modified cobbles, and; 8) they were identified as FST rather than GST. 

Rather than undergoing detailed analysis, these specimens were simply photographed, 

measured, and sorted into one of three “Not for Comparative Analysis” (NCA) 

categories: NCA – Preforms, NCA – Modified Cobbles, and NCA – Miscellaneous. 

These categories are described in more detail at the end of this chapter. 

The 80 specimens that qualified for detailed technological analysis are 

represented by ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges. In total, 63 of the 80 specimens are 

considered “complete” artifacts for the purposes of this research (i.e., they bear little to 
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no damage, resulting in unimpeded data collection), while 17 are considered 

“fragmentary” (i.e., bearing significant damage, resulting in the impediment of data 

collection). The “complete” specimens include 31 axes, 24 adzes, and 8 gouges, while the 

“fragmentary” specimens include 11 axes, 2 adzes, and 4 gouges (Figure 4.2). The data 

gathered from these artifacts is presented below. 

Complete Axes 

Of the 42 ground stone axes involved in this research, 31 specimens were 

classified as complete (Table 4.1and Table 4.2). These 31 specimens are represented by 

15 morphological combinations (i.e., 1A1B, 1A2B, 1A5B, 1A6A, 1A6B, 2A2B, 2A6B, 

3A2B, 3A5A, 3A5B, 3A6B, 4A5A, 4A6A 5A6A, 5A6B). The incidence of variability 

amongst these specimens is quite high at 48 percent, meaning that nearly half of the 

complete axes appear morphologically unique (Figure 4.3). These 15 morphological 

combinations are described below, in order from most to least prevalent. 

The two most prevalent morphological combinations amongst these axes are 

1A1B and 1A2B. These categories are each represented by four axe specimens. The 

morphologies that these combinations represent are rather similar; both characterize axes 

made through pecking and grinding, with biconvex profiles, and straight bits. The 

singular difference lies in their hafting elements, which for combination 1A1B are 

grooved, while 1A2B are notched. 

The second most prevalent morphological combinations are 1A5B, 1A6A, and 

1A6B, which are represented by three specimens, each. Combinations 1A6A and 1A6B 

are similar; they represent axes made through pecking and grinding, with biconvex 
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profiles and the “other” variety of hafting element. The difference is found in their 

relative widths from the bit to midpoint of the tool; 1A6A represents the flared variety, 

while 1A6B represents the straight variety. The other morphological combination, 1A5B, 

represents axes made through pecking and grinding, with biconvex profiles, roughed 

hafting elements, and straight bits. 

The second-to-last of the most prevalent morphological combinations for the 

complete ground stone axes are 3A5B, 3A6B, 4A6A, and 5A6B. These categories 

contain two axe specimens, each. Combinations 3A5B and 3A6B are similar, in that they 

represent axes made through flaking and grinding, with biconvex profiles, and straight 

bits. The difference between these combinations lies in their hafting elements, which for 

3A5B is the roughed variety, and for 3A6B is the “other” variety. The other two 

combinations, 4A6A and 5A6B are rather dissimilar; 4A6A represents axes made through 

grinding, with biconvex profiles, the “other” variety of hafting element, and a flared bit. 

Combination 5A6B represents axes made through grinding and polishing, with biconvex 

profiles, the “other” variety of hafting element, and straight bits. 

The six remaining morphological combinations are represented by a single artifact 

each. These combinations are: 2A2B, 2A6B, 3A2B, 3A5A, 4A5A, 5A6A. Combinations 

2A2B and 2A6B are similar, in that they both represent axes made through battering and 

grinding, with biconvex profiles, and straight bits. The axes differ when it comes to their 

hafting elements; combination 2A2B represents the notched variety of hafting element, 

while 2A6B represents the “other” variety. Again, combinations 3A5A and 4A5A 

represent similar axe morphologies, which only differ in their manufacturing technique; 

the former combination represents axes made through flaking and grinding, while the 
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latter represents axes made through grinding alone. In every other category, 3A5A and 

4A5A are the same; they represent axes with biconvex profiles, roughed hafting 

elements, and flared bits. Combination 5A6A differs in two categories in comparison to 

the former; this combination represents axes made through grinding and polishing, with 

biconvex profiles, “other” hafting elements, and flared bits. The last morphological 

combination (i.e., 3A2B) observed amongst the complete ground stone axes represents 

specimens made through flaking and grinding, with biconvex profiles, notched hafting 

elements, and straight bits. 

In terms of length, width and thickness measurements, no discernable patterns 

have been observed. A larger sampling of complete axes could clarify whether there are 

patterns to be found amongst the different morphological combinations of these tools. 

Despite the relatively small sample size, a comparison of masses revealed interesting 

patterns. Sixty-five percent of the complete axes (20 specimens) weigh between 42.00 

grams (artifact G5-14 was the lightest) and 500.00 grams. Another 19 percent (6 

specimens) weigh between 501.00 grams and 1000.00 grams. The remaining 16 percent 

(5 specimens) weigh anywhere between 1001.00 grams and 1975.00 grams (artifact G-

131-2 was the heaviest). The vast majority of these axes appear to weigh less than 500.00 

grams; this could indicate, at least at a cursory level, that the lighter axes performed 

specific functions, as opposed to heavier axes. 

Fragmentary Axes 

Of the 42 ground stone axes involved in this research, 11 specimens were 

classified as fragmentary (Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). These 11 specimens are represented 
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by 8 morphological combinations (i.e., 1AxA, 1AxB, 1x1B, 1x1x, 1x6B, 3AxA, 3AxB, 

4x2B). Due to their fragmentary state, a high incidence of variability was observed 

amongst these specimens; 73 percent of the axes in this category are morphologically 

unique, yet there is one combination that stands in contrast to the rest (Figure 4.4). This 

combination, 1x1x is seen amongst 4 fragmentary axe specimens, which have been made 

through pecking and grinding, and have grooved hafting elements. Unfortunately, due to 

their damaged state, I was unable to classify the profiles and relative widths of these 

artifacts. 

The remaining morphological combinations are represented by a single artifact, 

each. Combinations 1AxA and 1AxB are similar, as they both represent specimens made 

through pecking and grinding, with biconvex profiles; in each case, their hafting elements 

could not be distinguished due to damage. These combinations differ in their relative 

widths; combination 1AxA represents a specimen with a flared bit, while 1AxB 

represents a specimen with a straight bit. 

Combinations 1x1B and 1x6B are similar as well; they represent specimens made 

through pecking and grinding, with straight bits and undeterminable profiles due to 

damage. These combinations differ morphologically when it comes to their hafting 

elements. 1x1B represents the grooved variety of hafting element, while 1x6B represents 

the “other” variety of hafting element. 

Next, combinations 3AxA and 3AxB are similar, as they represent specimens 

made through flaking and grinding, with biconvex profiles, and undeterminable hafting 

elements due to damage. The only difference between these specimens lies in their 

relative widths; combination 3AxA represents a specimen with a flared bit, while 3AxB 
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represents a specimen with a straight bit. The last combination, 4x2B, was 

morphologically dissimilar to the rest; this combination represents a fragmentary axe 

made through grinding, with an undeterminable profile due to damage, a notched hafting 

element, and a straight bit. 

Measurements were taken for these specimens where possible. Detailed metrics, 

such as length, width, and thickness were highly variable due to damage. In terms of 

mass, the fragmentary ground stone axes also appear highly variable; over half of the 

specimens (55 percent) weigh anywhere between 98.00 grams (artifact G15-4) and 

906.00 grams (artifact G132-30). Two of the 11 specimens (18 percent) were found to 

weigh between 401.00 grams and 500.00 grams, while another 3 specimens (27 percent) 

weigh between 701.00 grams and 800.00 grams. 

Complete Adzes  

Of the 26 ground stone adzes involved in this research, 24 specimens were 

classified as complete (Table 4.5 and Table 4.6). These 24 specimens are represented by 

10 morphological combinations (i.e., 1B1B, 1B3B, 1B5B, 1B6A, 1B6B, 2B5B, 3B5A, 

3B5B, 3B6B, 4B6A). As is reported with the other categories of ground stone tools, there 

was a high incidence of variability observed amongst the complete adzes; 42 percent are 

morphologically unique (Figure 4.5). These morphological combinations are described 

below, in order from most to least prevalent. 

The most prevalent morphological combination, 1B5B, represents 6 complete 

adze specimens. These adzes were made through pecking and grinding, and have plano-

convex profiles, roughed hafting elements, and straight bits. The second most prevalent 
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combination is represented by 5 specimens; these adzes were made through flaking and 

grinding, and have plano-convex profiles, roughed hafting elements, and flared bits. 

Next, combination 1B6A represents 4 specimens; these specimens were made 

through grinding, and have plano-convex profiles, “other” hafting elements, and flared 

bits. Similarly, another 4 specimens (i.e., two specimens each, or four in total) are 

represented by combinations 3B5B, and 3B6B. These combinations characterize similar 

morphologies; adzes made through flaking and grinding, with plano-convex profiles, and 

straight bits. These combinations differ in their hafting elements; 3B5B represents the 

roughed variety of hafting element, while 3B6B represents the “other” variety. 

Finally, there are five morphological combinations (i.e., 1B1B, 1B3B, 1B6B, 

2B5B, 4B6A) represented by a single specimen, each. Combinations 1B1B, 1B3B, and 

1B6B are similar to one another, in that they represent adzes made through pecking and 

grinding, with plano-convex profiles, and straight bits. The difference amongst these 

combinations is found in their hafting elements; 1B1B represents the grooved variety of 

hafting element, while 1B3B represents the keeled variety, and 1B6B represents the 

“other” variety. The remaining two combinations are dissimilar. Combination 2B5B 

represents an adze made through battering and grinding, with a plano-convex profile, 

roughed hafting element, and straight bit, while 4B6A represents an adze made through 

grinding, with a plano-convex profile, “other” hafting element and flared bit. 

As with the previous categories of ground stone tool, the lengths, widths, and 

thicknesses of the complete ground stone adzes proved to be highly variable; however, 

patterns were observed in their masses. Sixty-seven percent of the complete adzes (16 

specimens) weigh between 86.00 grams (artifact G30-57 was the lightest), and 400.00 
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grams. Another 17 percent (4 specimens) weigh between 401.00 grams and 900.00 

grams. A strong correlation is seen amongst 3 specimens (12 percent) weighing between 

901.00 grams and 1000.00 grams; other than their masses, these artifacts (G4-21, G52-

122, and G14-1) appear to be morphologically dissimilar. The heaviest specimen (artifact 

G146-3) weighs 1169.00 grams. 

Fragmentary Adzes 

Of the 26 ground stone adzes involved in this research, only 2 specimens were 

classified as fragmentary (Table 4.7 and Table 4.8). These specimens are represented by 

two different morphological combinations: 3x5A and 3B6x. The first combination, 3x5A, 

represents a flaked and ground adze with a roughed hafting aid and flared bit. I was 

unable to determine whether the tool is biconvex or plano-convex (although simple 

inference based on the available attributes suggests the latter). The second combination, 

3B6x, represents a flaked and ground specimen with a plano-convex profile, and “other” 

hafting element. Again, the specimen was simply too damaged to determine its relative 

width between bit and midpoint. These specimens weigh 163.00 grams (artifact G16-19), 

and 355.00 grams (artifact G40-64), respectively. 

Complete Gouges 

Of the 12 ground stone gouges involved in this research, 8 specimens were 

classified as complete (Table 4.9 and Table 4.10). These 8 specimens were highly 

variable in their morphologies; 7 morphological combinations were identified (i.e., 

1A3A, 1A6A, 1A6B, 1B6B, 3A6B, 4A6A, and 5A3B), meaning 87.5 percent of the 

complete gouges are morphologically unique (Figure 4.6). Amongst these combinations, 
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only one (1A6B) is represented by two specimens. These specimens were made through 

pecking and grinding, and have the “other” variety of hafting element, and straight bits. 

Both specimens are short-channeled. 

The rest of the specimens were each classified under individual morphological 

combinations, despite certain similarities. Combination 1B6B is similar to 1A6B; the 

only difference is found in the length of the gouge channels (i.e., 1B6B represents a full-

channeled specimen, while 1A6B represents a short-channeled specimen). These gouges 

were made through pecking and grinding, and have the “other” variety of hafting 

element, and straight bits. 

Combinations 1A3A and 1A6A are also similar. These combinations represent 

gouges made through pecking and grinding, with short-channels and flared bits; the 

difference lies in their hafting elements, which for the former combination is the keeled 

variety, while the latter is the “other” variety. Further, there is a slight difference between 

combination 4A6A and the abovementioned 1A6A; the difference is in their 

manufacturing technique, as 4A6A represents a gouge made through grinding, whereas 

the latter represents a gouge made through pecking and grinding. 

The remaining two combinations, 3A6B and 5A3B are the most dissimilar. 

Combination 3A6B represents a short-channeled specimen made through flaking and 

grinding, with the “other” variety of hafting element, and a straight bit. In comparison, 

combination 5A3B represents a short-channeled specimen made through grinding and 

polishing, with a keeled hafting element, and straight bit. 

In terms of metrics, the complete ground stone gouges appear to be rather variable 

in length; however, the vast majority seems to measure in the 40.00 mm to 50.00 mm 
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range for width, and in the 20.00 mm to 30.00 mm range for thickness. Patterns were 

observed in their masses as well, with 62.5 percent of the gouges (8 specimens) weighing 

between 201.00 grams and 400.00 grams. The remaining 3 specimens (37.5 percent) 

weighed between 44.00 grams (artifact G44-133) and 703.00 grams (artifact G11-2). 

Fragmentary Gouges 

Of the 12 ground stone gouges involved in this research, 4 specimens were 

classified as fragmentary (Table 4.11 and Table 4.12). Again, due to their fragmentary 

state, the recorded morphologies of these specimens were highly variable (Figure 4.7). 

Three morphological combinations (i.e., 1BxB, 3xxx, and 1x6A) were observed amongst 

these 4 specimens, meaning 75 percent of the fragmentary gouges are morphologically 

unique. 

The first combination, 1BxB, is represented by two specimens; these short-

channeled gouges were made through pecking and grinding, and have straight bits. Due 

to damage, I was unable to determine their hafting elements. The second morphological 

combination, 3xxx, is represented by one specimen. This artifact was made through 

flaking and grinding; unfortunately, the rest of the morphological attributes were 

undeterminable because of damage. The last morphological combination, 1x6A, is 

represented by a single artifact; this specimen was made through pecking and grinding, 

has an “other” variety of hafting element, and a flared bit. As the artifact was severely 

damaged, I was unable to determine whether it was short-channeled or full-channeled. 

As the sample size of these fragmentary gouges is so negligible, it is difficult to 

say whether any patterns in their metrics could be determined. Interestingly, the widths of 
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these fragmentary gouges appear to be similar to those of the complete gouge specimens; 

all four specimens measure within a few millimeters of the 40.00 mm to 50.00 mm range 

outlined for the complete gouges. The same trends are observed in the case of thickness; 

the fragmentary gouges measure between 20.27 mm (artifact G25-25) and 36.77 mm 

(artifact G5-5), all within a few millimeters of the 20.00 mm to 30.00 mm range observed 

amongst the complete gouges. In terms of mass, 50 percent (2 specimens) of the 

fragmentary gouges weigh between 200.00 grams and 300.00 grams. The lightest gouge 

weighs 87.00 grams (artifact G25-25), while the heaviest weighs 383.00 grams (artifact 

G5-5). 

“Not for Comparative Analysis” 

Preforms 

Of the 107 specimens chosen for study, 9 (8.5 percent) were classified as ground 

stone preforms (Table 4.13). These specimens were classified as such because of their 

visibly underdeveloped morphologies (e.g., artifact G9-18, Figure 4.8), making them 

unsuitable for analysis. Instead, these specimens were simply photographed, measured, 

and assigned their own category for the purposes of classification (i.e., “NCA – 

Preforms”). 

 Given their underdeveloped morphologies, it is impossible to determine the 

intended tool forms of these 9 specimens. It may be possible, albeit highly speculative, to 

suggest the intended manufacturing techniques for these specimens, based on their 

current morphologies. For example, artifact G9-18 is visibly flaked, but lacks any ground 

surfaces; hypothetically, the grinding process may not have been intended on the part of 
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the manufacturer, or the specimen was simply discarded prior to grinding. Due to the 

speculative nature of these reflections, no further analytical consideration was given to 

these 9 specimens. 

Modified Cobbles 

Of the 107 specimens chosen for this research, 6 (6 percent) were classified as 

modified cobbles (Table 4.14). These specimens lack morphologies similar to those of 

the ground stone axes, adzes, and gouges at the center of this research, for which the 

classification scheme was initially developed. Consequently, the modified cobbles were 

found unsuitable for detailed analysis. As with the aforementioned preforms, the 

modified cobbles were simply photographed, measured, and assigned their own category 

for classification (i.e., “NCA – Modified Cobbles”). 

 It should be noted that the modified cobbles appear to have well-defined hafting 

elements (e.g., artifact G131-1, Figure 4.9). Three of the 6 specimens (50 percent of the 

modified cobbles) exhibit the “grooved” variety of hafting element, while another 2 

specimens (33 percent) exhibit the “notched” variety (Figure 4.10). Only one specimen 

(17 percent) exhibits the “other” variety of hafting element. These hafting elements 

appear to be positioned close to the equator of each specimen. In terms of metrics, the 

modified cobbles appear highly variable, as suggested by the data: the lightest specimen 

(G106-4) weighs 138.00 grams, while the heaviest specimen (G146-1) weighs 4243.00 

grams. No further analytical consideration was given to these artifacts. 
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Miscellaneous 

Of the 107 specimens chosen for this research, 12 (11 percent) were classified as 

“miscellaneous” objects (Table 4.15 and Figure 4.11). There are a number of reasons why 

these 12 specimens were excluded from analysis. Specifically, 4 of them (representing 34 

percent of the “miscellaneous” objects) were found to be extensively damaged, while 

another 4 specimens (34 percent) were unclassifiable due to their morphologies. The 

remaining 4 specimens were each excluded for individual reasons; they were either 

recently made, not modified by humans, from regions outside of the FN, or were found to 

be FST rather than GST upon closer inspection. These four specimens represent 8 percent 

of the “miscellaneous” objects, respectively. As with the aforementioned preforms and 

modified cobbles, these 12 specimens were simply photographed, measured, and 

assigned their own category for classification (i.e., “NCA – Miscellaneous”). 
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Table 4.1: A table showing the classification of 31 complete ground stone axes involved in this 

research. 

Specimen # Group # Manufacturing 

Technique: 1-5 

Profile of 

Cross-

Section: A 

or B 

Hafting 

Element: 1-6 

Relative 

Width from 

Bit to Poll: 

A or B 

60 

72 

89 

98 

G115-1 

G40-66 

G34-99 

G139-18 

1:  

pecked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

1: 

grooved 

B: 

straight 

1 

13 

14 

65 

G4-12 

G11-28 

G11-29 

G129-1 

1:  

pecked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

2: 

notched 

B:  

straight 

9 

73 

77 

G5-14 

G52-1 

G52-48 

1:  

pecked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

5: 

roughed 

B: 

straight 

8 

17 

80 

G5-6 

G14-5 

G52-151 

1:  

pecked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

6: 

other 

A: 

flared 

6 

66 

102 

G5-4 

G129-2 

G142-5 

1:  

pecked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

6: 

other 

B: 

straight 

69 G131-2 2:  

battered & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

2:  

notched 

B: 

straight 

83 G132-1 2:  

battered & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

6: 

other 

B: 

straight 

47 G51-78 3:  

flaked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

2:  

notched 

B: 

straight 

75 G52-20 3:  

flaked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

5:  

roughed 

A: 

flared 

2 

100 

G4-13 

G139-24 

3:  

flaked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

5:  

roughed 

B: 

straight 

42 

48 

G42-3 

G51-89 

3:  

flaked & ground 

A: 

biconvex 

6: 

other 

B: 

straight 

58 G112-4 4:  

ground 

A: 

biconvex 

5:  

roughed 

A: 

flared 

57 

106 

G106-11 

G4-19 

4:  

ground 

A: 

biconvex 

6: 

other 

A: 

flared 

54 G51-129 5:  

ground & polished 

A: 

biconvex 

6: 

other 

A: 

flared 

56 

62 

G106-8 

G115-3 

5:  

ground & polished 

A: 

biconvex 

6: 

other 

B: 

straight 
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Table 4.2: A table showing the metrics and bit angles of 31 complete ground stone axes involved in 

this research. 

Specimen 

# 

Group # Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Mass (g) Bit Angle 

60 

72 

89 

98 

G115-1 

G40-66 

G34-99 

G139-18 

131.38 

162.06 

195.48 

190.61 

72.74 

75.81 

110.09 

98.89 

32.66 

39.65 

52.48 

48.84 

413.00 

731.00 

1516.00 

1335.00 

50° 

70° 

65° 

75° 

1 

13 

14 

65 

G4-12 

G11-28 

G11-29 

G129-1 

110.37 

86.46 

97.07 

233.35 

65.17 

51.94 

52.39 

91.63 

18.63 

14.50 

16.93 

34.30 

154.00 

73.00 

120.00 

1009.00 

60° 

50° 

70° 

67° 

9 

73 

77 

G5-14 

G52-1 

G52-48 

68.35 

161.10 

205.00 

31.90 

54.81 

76.30 

13.31 

38.15 

37.13 

42.00 

583.00 

867.00 

55° 

65° 

70° 

8 

17 

80 

G5-6 

G14-5 

G52-151 

112.85 

127.95 

171.76 

44.08 

57.32 

64.23 

15.93 

29.72 

40.64 

122.00 

370.00 

751.00 

45° 

45° 

60° 

6 

66 

102 

G5-4 

G129-2 

G142-5 

199.49 

148.49 

130.87 

58.62 

80.48 

30.96 

21.00 

51.09 

16.55 

330.00 

1089.00 

93.00 

50° 

75° 

43° 

69 G131-2 235.77 144.89 45.47 1975.00 80° 

83 G132-1 93.22 41.44 23.82 156.00 60° 

47 G51-78 201.74 72.14 37.70 398.00 45° 

75 G52-20 91.36 56.50 13.63 89.00 45° 

2 

100 

G4-13 

G139-24 

195.30 

165.21 

53.00 

88.05 

28.68 

31.57 

391.00 

567.00 

60° 

65° 

42 

48 

G42-3 

G51-89 

110.50 

186.95 

53.06 

64.86 

25.50 

26.96 

265.00 

336.00 

70° 

41° 

58 G112-4 150.88 38.87 19.28 173.00 65° 

57 

106 

G106-11 

G4-19 

135.54 

150.87 

63.49 

67.34 

18.10 

28.58 

231.00 

594.00 

55° 

70° 

54 G51-129 96.72 47.68 21.66 163.00 50° 

56 

62 

G106-8 

G115-3 

87.41 

154.87 

64.67 

34.94 

199.99 

26.64 

192.00 

296.00 

55° 

65° 
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Table 4.3: A table showing the classification of 11 fragmentary ground stone axes involved in this 

research. 

Specimen # Group # Manufacturing 

Technique: 1-5 

Profile of 

Cross-

Section: A or 

B 

Hafting 

Element: 

1-6 

Relative 

Width from 

Bit to Poll: A 

or B 

20 G15-4 1:  

pecked & 

ground 

A: biconvex N/A A: 

flared 

27 G22-1 1:  

pecked & 

ground 

A: biconvex N/A B: 

straight 

96 G139-15 1:  

pecked & 

ground 

N/A 1: 

grooved 

B: 

straight 

87 

97 

99 

103 

G132-30 

G139-16 

G139-21 

G143-3 

1:  

pecked & 

ground 

N/A 1: 

grooved 

N/A 

44 G42-6 1:  

pecked & 

ground 

N/A 6: 

other 

B: 

straight 

37 G30-58 3:  

flaked & ground 

A: biconvex N/A A: 

flared 

16 G14-4 3:  

flaked & ground 

A: biconvex N/A B: 

straight 

24 G20-3 4:  

ground 

N/A 2: 

notched 

B: 

straight 
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Table 4.4: A table showing the metrics and bit angles of 11 fragmentary ground stone axes involved 

in this research. 

Specimen 

# 

Group # Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Mass (g) Bit 

Angle 

20 G15-4 68.76 49.84 19.91 98.00 55° 

27 G22-1 119.32 64.37 36.22 390.50 60° 

96 G139-15 188.76 70.34 38.45 778.00 N/A 

87 

97 

99 

103 

G132-30 

G139-16 

G139-21 

G143-3 

165.06 

173.47 

159.32 

154.97 

86.32 

104.97 

102.72 

84.73 

39.42 

45.91 

32.01 

34.96 

906.00 

483.00 

775.00 

659.00 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

44 G42-6 179.42 65.03 45.3 712.00 N/A 

37 G30-58 90.44 75.43 17.89 202.00 45° 

16 G14-4 88.00 62.16 28.88 155.00 51° 

24 G20-3 161.70 89.35 26.35 437.00 N/A 
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Table 4.5: A table showing the classification of 24 complete ground stone adzes involved in this 

research. 

Specimen # Group # Manufacturing 

Technique: 1-5 

Profile of 

Cross-

Section:  

A or B 

Hafting 

Element: 1-6 

Relative 

Width from 

Bit to Poll: 

A or B 

5 G4-21 1:  

pecked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

1: 

grooved 

B: 

straight 

79 G52-122 1:  

pecked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

3:  

keeled 

B: 

straight 

15 

21 

39 

46 

49 

95 

G14-1 

G16-18 

G39-32 

G51-77 

G51-90 

G139-14 

1:  

pecked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

5: 

 roughed 

B: 

straight 

28 

31 

63 

105 

G22-2 

G27-1 

G115-4 

G146-3 

1:  

pecked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

6: 

other 

A: 

flared 

90 G139-1 1:  

pecked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

6: 

other 

B: 

straight 

34 G28-3 2:  

battered & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

5: 

 roughed 

B: 

straight 

18 

43 

53 

74 

92 

G4-10 

G42-5 

G51-128 

G52-15 

G139-3 

3:  

flaked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

5: 

 roughed 

A: 

flared 

33 

82 

G28-2 

G127-14 

3:  

flaked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

5: 

 roughed 

B: 

straight 

36 

41 

G30-57 

G39-159 

3:  

flaked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

6: 

other 

B: 

straight 

40 G39-156 4:  

ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

6: 

other 

A: 

flared 
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Table 4.6: A table showing the metrics and bit angles of 24 complete ground stone adzes involved in 

this research. 

Specimen 

# 

Group # Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Mass (g) Bit Angle 

5 G4-21 253.11 63.85 41.55 996.00 61° 

79 G52-122 278.61 53.87 41.33 937.00 55° 

15 

21 

39 

46 

49 

95 

G14-1 

G16-18 

G39-32 

G51-77 

G51-90 

G139-14 

262.12 

132.04 

164.71 

268.31 

247.02 

221.32 

70.03 

50.06 

61.50 

48.58 

53.55 

69.67 

33.20 

39.90 

28.25 

29.74 

37.64 

30.57 

918.00 

367.00 

390.00 

665.00 

778.00 

802.00 

51° 

50° 

45° 

50° 

45° 

50° 

28 

31 

63 

105 

G22-2 

G27-1 

G115-4 

G146-3 

133.06 

135.27 

202.61 

280.75 

64.58 

48.85 

67.31 

64.36 

20.71 

22.60 

29.86 

29.18 

259.50 

206.00 

563.00 

1169.00 

35° 

55° 

45° 

50° 

90 G139-1 139.01 60.80 26.35 379.00 55° 

34 G28-3 95.40 54.86 18.43 144.00 45° 

18 

43 

53 

74 

92 

G4-10 

G42-5 

G51-128 

G52-15 

G139-3 

156.88 

152.87 

99.73 

90.65 

133.06 

59.04 

55.36 

56.31 

52.66 

68.98 

26.46 

32.25 

17.37 

29.45 

37.42 

311.00 

390.00 

116.00 

155.00 

391.00 

56° 

50° 

46° 

58° 

75° 

33 

82 

G28-2 

G127-14 

116.48 

140.63 

49.30 

38.12 

34.05 

15.75 

329.00 

120.00 

50° 

35° 

36 

41 

G30-57 

G39-159 

96.59 

11.51 

46.10 

53.53 

14.78 

25.18 

86.00 

209.00 

45° 

45° 

40 G39-156 111.03 50.48 31.58 192.00 63° 
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Table 4.7: A table showing the classification of 2 fragmentary ground stone adzes in this research. 

Specimen # Group # Manufacturing 

Technique: 1-5 

Profile of 

Cross-

Section: A 

or B 

Hafting 

Element: 1-6 

Relative 

Width from 

Bit to Poll: 

A or B 

70 G40-64 3:  

flaked & ground 

B:  

plano-

convex 

6: 

other 

N/A 

22 G16-19 3:  

flaked & ground 

N/A 5: 

 roughed 

A: 

flared 
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Table 4.8: A table showing the metrics of 2 fragmentary ground stone adzes involved in this research. 

Specimen # Group # Length (mm) Width (mm) Thickness 

(mm) 

Mass (g) 

70 G40-64 140.37 75.54 33.59 355.00 

22 G16-19 130.09 45.47 23.43 163.00 
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Table 4.9: A table showing the classification of 8 complete ground stone gouges involved in this 

research. 

Specimen 

# 

Group # Manufacturing 

Technique: 1-5 

Channel Length: 

A or B 

Hafting 

Element: 

1-6 

Relative 

Width 

from Bit 

to Poll: A 

or B 

12 G11-2 1:  

pecked & ground 

A:  

short-channeled 

3:  

keeled 

A: 

flared 

78 G52-114 1:  

pecked & ground 

A:  

short-channeled 

6:  

other 

A: 

flared 

59 

76 

G112-5 

G52-32 

1:  

pecked & ground 

A:  

short-channeled 

6:  

other 

B: 

straight 

11 G11-1 1:  

pecked & ground 

B: 

full-channeled 

6:  

other 

B: 

straight 

61 G115-2 3:  

flaked & ground 

A:  

short-channeled 

6:  

other 

B: 

straight 

45 G44-133 4:  

ground 

A:  

short-channeled 

6:  

other 

A: 

flared 

107 G52-126 5:  

ground & 

polished 

A:  

short-channeled 

3:  

keeled 

B: 

straight 
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Table 4.10: A table showing the metrics and bit angles of 8 complete ground stone gouges involved in 

this research. 

Specimen # Group # Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Mass (g) Bit Angle 

12 G11-2 237.73 52.01 40.64 703.00 57° 

78 G52-114 171.81 38.23 25.44 263.00 50° 

59 

76 

G112-5 

G52-32 

240.26 

171.18 

41.92 

40.63 

24.58 

25.23 

454.00 

298.00 

65° 

45° 

11 G11-1 216.03 43.04 29.24 366.00 45° 

61 G115-2 195.63 47.25 26.11 373.00 60° 

45 G44-133 81.17 40.31 12.38 44.00 65° 

107 G52-126 269.82 40.95 43.31 389.50 85° 
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Table 4.11: A table showing the classification, metrics, and bit angles of 4 fragmentary ground stone 

gouges involved in this research. 

Specimen # Group # Manufacturing 

Technique: 1-5 

Channel 

Length: 

A or B 

Hafting 

Element: 1-

6 

Relative 

Width from 

Bit to Poll: A 

or B 

7 

64 

G5-5 

G120-8 

1:  

pecked & ground 

B: 

full-

channele

d 

N/A B: 

straight 

101 G139-25 1:  

pecked & ground 

N/A 6:  

other 

A: 

flared 

30 G25-25 3:  

flaked & ground 

N/A N/A N/A 
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Table 4.12: A table showing the metrics and bit angles of 4 fragmentary ground stone gouges 

involved in this research. 

Specimen 

# 

Group # Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Mass (g) Bit Angle 

7 

64 

G5-5 

G120-8 

161.49 

161.19 

50.67 

44.64 

36.77 

30.35 

383.00 

285.00 

N/A 

N/A 

101 G139-25 172.44 58.55 20.69 257.00 55° 

30 G25-25 83.49 37.42 20.27 87.00 N/A 
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Table 4.13: A table showing the metrics of 9 specimens classified as ground stone preforms in this 

research. 

Specimen # Group # Length (mm) Width (mm) Thickness (mm) Mass (g) 

10 G9-18 147.52 41.39 20.78 132.00 

23 G20-2 176.59 61.03 31.55 509.00 

29 G23-1 127.96 61.43 20.46 232.20 

35 G28-4 79.57 73.18 23.60 175.00 

38 G39-31 280.84 97.55 48.13 790.05 

51 G51-116 263.98 58.78 32.62 492.00 

67 G130-5 203.85 97.87 37.28 1169.00 

71 G40-65 222.75 79.33 42.00 802.00 

91 G139-2 159.39 74.18 30.37 415.00 
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Table 4.14: A table showing the hafting elements and metrics of six specimens classified as modified 

cobbles in this research. 

Specimen 

# 

Group # Hafting 

Element: 

1-6 

Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Mass (g) 

68 

86 

94 

G131-1 

G132-29 

G139-13 

1:  

grooved 

185.23 

179.78 

142.99 

126.67 

80.15 

96.48 

 

40.12 

56.07 

59.11 

1167.00 

1250.00 

1145.00 

19 

55 

G14-29 

G106-4 

2:  

notched 

146.29 

95.27 

97.05 

64.79 

16.79 

14.39 

340.00 

138.00 

104 G146-1 6:  

other 

307.79 132.38 76.37 4243.00 
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Table 4.15: A table showing the twelve “miscellaneous” specimens excluded from analysis. 

Specimen # Group # Reason for Exclusion 

88 G134-94 Extensively damaged 

50 G51-115 Unclassifiable morphology 

32 G28-1 Unclassifiable morphology 

93 G139-4 Unclassifiable morphology 

3 G4-18 Object from British Columbia 

4 G4-20 Not modified by humans 

25 G20-4 Unclassifiable morphology 

26 G20-7 Extensively damaged 

52 G51-120 Flaked stone technology 

81 G127-12 Extensively damaged 

84 G132-6 Extensively damaged 

85 G132-10 Object recently made 
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Figure 4.1: A pie chart showing the proportions of the 107 artifacts chosen for this research. The 

numbers within the pie chart represent piece counts of the artifacts in their respective category, 

separated by a semicolon followed by the percentage of the artifacts involved in this research. 

 

 

42; 39% 

26; 25% 

12; 11% 

27; 25% Axes, 42 specimens (39%)

Adzes, 26 specimens (25%)

Gouges, 12 specimens (11%)

Not for Comparative Analysis,
27 specimens (25%)
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Figure 4.2: A pie chart showing the proportions of the 80 artifacts chosen for this research, organized 

according to complete versus fragmentary specimens. The numbers within the pie chart represent 

piece counts of the artifacts in their respective category, separated by a semicolon followed by the 

percentage of the artifacts used in comparative analysis. 

 

 

31; 39% 

11; 14% 

24; 30% 

2; 2% 
8; 10% 

4; 5% 
Complete axes, 31 specimens
(39%)

Fragmentary axes, 11 specimens
(14%)

Complete adzes, 24 specimens
(30%)

Fragmentary adzes, 2 specimens
(2%)

Complete gouges, 8 specimens
(10%)

Fragmentary gouges, 4 specimens
(5%)
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Figure 4.3: A column graph showing the 15 morphological combinations observed amongst 31 

complete ground stone axes involved in this research. 

 

Key to Figure 

Morphological 
Combination 

Manufacturing 
Technique 

Profile of Cross-
Section 

Hafting Element Width from Bit 
to Poll 

1A1B Pecked & ground Biconvex Grooved Straight 

1A2B Pecked & ground Biconvex Notched Straight 

1A5B Pecked & ground Biconvex Roughed Straight 

1A6A Pecked & ground Biconvex Other Flared 

1A6B Pecked & ground Biconvex Other Straight 

2A2B Battered & ground Biconvex Notched Straight 

2A6B Battered & ground Biconvex Other Straight 

3A2B Flaked & ground Biconvex Notched Straight 

3A5A Flaked & ground Biconvex Roughed Flared 

3A5B Flaked & ground Biconvex Roughed Straight 

3A6B Flaked & ground Biconvex Other Straight 

4A5A Ground Biconvex Roughed Flared 

4A6A Ground Biconvex Other Flared 

5A6A Ground & polished Biconvex Other Flared 

5A6B Ground & polished Biconvex Other Straight 

 

 

4 4 

3 3 3 

1 1 1 1 

2 2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

Represents individual
morphologies
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Figure 4.4: A column graph showing the 8 morphological combinations observed amongst 11 

fragmentary ground stone axes involved in this research. 

 

Key to Figure 

Morphological 
Combination 

Manufacturing 
Technique 

Profile of Cross-
Section 

Hafting Element Width from Bit 
to Poll 

1AxA Pecked & ground Biconvex Undetermined Flared 

1AxB Pecked & ground Biconvex Undetermined Straight 

1x1B Pecked & ground Undetermined Grooved Straight 

1x1x Pecked & ground Undetermined Grooved Undetermined 

1x6B Pecked & ground Undetermined Other Straight 

3AxA Flaked & ground Biconvex Undetermined Flared 

3AxB Flaked & ground Biconvex Undetermined Straight 

4x2B Ground Undetermined Notched Straight 

 

 

1 1 1 

4 

1 1 1 1 

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

1AxA 1AxB 1x1B 1x1x 1x6B 3AxA 3AxB 4x2B

Represents individual
morphologies
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Figure 4.5: A column graph showing the 10 morphological combinations observed amongst 24 

complete ground stone adzes involved in this research. 

 

Key to Figure 

Morphological 
Combination 

Manufacturing 
Technique 

Profile of Cross-
Section 

Hafting Element Width from Bit 
to Poll 

1B1B Pecked & ground Plano-convex Grooved Straight 

1B3B Pecked & ground Plano-convex Keeled Straight 

1B5B Pecked & ground Plano-convex Roughed Straight 

1B6A Pecked & ground Plano-convex Other Flared 

1B6B Pecked & ground Plano-convex Other Straight 

2B5B Battered & ground Plano-convex Roughed Straight 

3B5A Flaked & ground Plano-convex Roughed Flared 

3B5B Flaked & ground Plano-convex Roughed Straight 

3B6B Flaked & ground Plano-convex Other Straight 

4B6A Ground Plano-convex Other Flared 

 

 

1 1 

6 

4 

1 1 

5 

2 2 

1 

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1B1B 1B3B 1B5B 1B6A 1B6B 2B5B 3B5A 3B5B 3B6B 4B6A

Represents individual
morphologies
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Figure 4.6: A column graph showing the 7 morphological combinations observed amongst 8 complete 

ground stone gouges involved in this research. 

 

Key to Figure 

Morphological 
Combination 

Manufacturing 
Technique 

Profile of Cross-
Section 

Hafting Element Width from Bit 
to Poll 

1A3A Pecked & ground Short-channeled Keeled Flared 

1A6A Pecked & ground Short-channeled Other Flared 

1A6B Pecked & ground Short-channeled Other Straight 

1B6B Pecked & ground Full-channeled Other Straight 

3A6B Flaked & ground Short-channeled Other Straight 

4A6A Ground Short-channeled Other Flared 

5A3B Ground & polished Short-channeled Keeled Straight 

 

 

1 1 

2 

1 1 1 1 

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

1A3A 1A6A 1A6B 1B6B 3A6B 4A6A 5A3B

Represents individual
morphologies
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Figure 4.7: A column graph showing the 3 morphological combinations observed amongst 4 

fragmentary ground stone gouges involved in this research. 

 

Key to Figure 

Morphological 
Combination 

Manufacturing 
Technique 

Profile of Cross-
Section 

Hafting Element Width from Bit 
to Poll 

1BxB Pecked & ground Full-channeled Undetermined Straight 

3xxx Flaked & ground Undetermined Undetermined Undetermined 

1x6A Pecked & ground Undetermined Other Flared 

 

 

2 

1 1 

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

1BxB 3xxx 1x6A

Represents individual
morphologies
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Figure 4.8: Artifact G9-18 is one of nine specimens classified as ground stone preforms in this 

research. 
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Figure 4.9: Artifact G131-1 is one of six specimens classified as modified cobbles in this research. 
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Figure 4.10: A doughnut chart showing the proportions of the hafting elements observed amongst six 

specimens classified as modified cobbles in this research. The numbers within the pie chart represent 

piece counts of the artifacts in their respective category, separated by a semicolon followed by the 

percentage of the artifacts classified as modified cobbles. 

 

 

3; 50% 

2; 33% 

1; 17% 
Grooved hafting element, 3
specimens (50%)

Notched hafting element, 2
specimens (33%)

"Other" hafting element, 1
specimen (17%)
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Figure 4.11: A doughnut chart showing the proportions of the twelve “miscellaneous” objects 

excluded from analysis. The numbers within the pie chart represent piece counts of the artifacts in 

their respective category, separated by a semicolon followed by the percentage of the artifacts 

classified as miscellaneous. 

 

 

4; 34% 

4; 34% 

1; 8% 

1; 8% 

1; 8% 

1; 8% 

Extensively damaged, 4
specimens (34%)

Unclassifiable morphology, 4
specimens (34%)

Object from outside of northeast
North America, 1 specimen (8%)

Not modified by humans, 1
specimen (8%)

Flaked stone technology, 1
soecimen (8%)

Recently made, 1 specimen (8%)
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CHAPTER 5 : INTERPRETATION 

This chapter provides a discussion and interpretation of the research results. 

Discussion and interpretation are covered in sections, including hafting, localized 

concentrations of peck marks, abrasion marks on tool surfaces, the chronological 

implications of this research, and a correlation of ground stone tool usage with 

concomitant data sets. 

Hafting 

Based on modern analogues of heavy woodworking tools, and ethnographic 

evidence from around the world, it is inferred that most (if not all) of the heavy edged 

ground stone tools in the GFC Collection were mounted in organic hafts when in use. 

Since the organic components of these hafts decompose over time, there are very few 

examples of intact organic hafts associated with ground stone tools (Craddock et. al. 

2002). The shape and types of the original organic hafts are inferred based on the 

observable attributes on the stone components of the tools (Robinson 2001; Willoughby 

1935). An analysis of these attributes was presented in the previous chapter. 

Along with these structural inferences, observations on the nature of the usewear 

and damage on the ground stone tools in the GFC Collection were documented. From the 

nature and the orientation of the usewear and damage on the tools, inferences were made 

as to what type of haft could have produced specific kinds of usewear and damage 

exhibited on the tool surfaces. That is, usewear that is directly attributable to interaction 

of the tool with its haft was examined, beyond simply looking for usewear related to the 

tool’s direct function. 
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The research presented here demonstrates the sophistication which is inherent in 

all stone tools when the entire tool system (haft/handle, hafting system, stone tool) is 

considered.  It also demonstrates some of the issues of interpreting the significance of 

changes in stone tools alone.  It is apparent from the level of effort required to construct 

the organic hafts; that it may be developments in the haft design itself which could be a 

driver of changes in GST tool designs rather than the opposite.  Perhaps other tools forms 

could be more fully interpreted if the organic haft components could be reconstructed 

through careful attribute analysis as well. 

Ground Stone has the advantage of permitting us to infer the organic portions of 

these composite tool systems.  The organic components of these tools are just as variable 

and sophisticated as the inorganic component(s) and are indicative of behaviors which 

perhaps have not been previously recognized or considered by researchers.  I will briefly 

discuss the process which can reasonably be inferred to have been used to construct each 

of the organic haft components.  The reconstruction of the production activities may offer 

some insight into some of the lifeways and production activities of the makers of these 

tools. By carefully considering tool morphology, edge damage, and hafting elements, the 

type of organic haft of a given artifact can be suggested. The four hafting types identified 

as a part of this research include elbow hafts, socketed elbow hafts, bound hafts, and 

socketed hafts. All of these hafting types have ethnographic analogues from around the 

world.   

 “Elbow” and “socketed elbow” hafts are rather similar. “Elbow” hafts are 

manufactured out of sections of tree or sapling trunk that have a tree branch or root 

connection point (Cranstone 1971). The elbow haft is so named because when the haft is 
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complete and attached to the artifact, it looks similar to an arm bent at the elbow joint 

(Figure 5.1). “Socketed elbow” hafts are much the same as “elbow” hafts, except the poll 

end of the artifact fits into a hole or “socket” carved into the handle, the artifact is 

wedged into the socket, and the tool is then lashed flush with the “elbow” element 

(Figure 5.1).  

The elbow and socketed elbow hafts required an individual to search through the 

forest for young trees (likely hardwood) likely under 15 years in age given the required 

diameter of the haft.  The individual would have been looking towards the base of this 

tree at one of the lower permanent or side branches.  Constructing the handle would have 

required cutting the tree near the base, and at a point above the targeted side-branch. With 

the side branch trimmed to length, the bottom of the side branch would have been 

planned or whittled flat to mate with the ventral surface of the stone tool bit.  Finally, the 

GST bit is secured with some form of bindings (such as rawhide, sinew or split spruce 

roots).  The GST bit could then be further secured using some form of shims between the 

bindings, tool bit and/or wooden handle. Socketed hafts appear to have been the most 

laborious to produce, requiring a large, dry log segment to ensure that the finished 

product would not check, warp or split.  Dead standing lumber or dry driftwood would 

likely represent the best source of wood for this type of haft.  Once the log was felled and 

sectioned into the requisite length, a considerable effort would be required to debark, and 

shape the log into its final form (Figure 5.2). 

“Bound” hafts are constructed using sapling trees, fastened by wrapping the 

artifact at the hafting element (i.e., a groove) with the sapling tree, and the saplings are 

lashed together to form a handle (Figure 5.3). The use of bound hafts has been inferred 
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around the world, but the best surviving examples of the organic components of these 

tools come from the high altitude deserts of South America (Craddock et al. 2002). 

Finally, taking a sturdy branch or section of trunk and carving an opening where the poll 

end of an artifact will fit create a “socketed” haft. The haft is then lashed to the artifact 

for greater strength using some form of organic cordage or rawhide (Buck et al. 1930).  

Bound hafts can be inferred to have involved processes quite distinct from the 

others discussed here.  The hafts require much smaller, supple saplings (1-2 year old 

maple, birch, willow, ash etc.) which would have been collected, stripped to form canes 

and then molded around the grooved GST perhaps with the aid of direct steam bending or 

soaking of the canes.  While the canes were still wet or hot, they could then be bound 

tightly using rawhide, sinew or split roots until everything had cooled and dried; creating 

a tight, strong composite tool (Figure 5.3). 

Based on the attributes studied on the ground stone tools at the center of this 

research, I believe the biconvex axes were primarily hafted using bound and socketed 

hafts, while adzes and gouges were hafted using the elbow and socketed elbow hafts. 

This is further supported by the data on usewear and bit damage, which reinforces that a 

particular side of the tool was always used more often than another side. This indicates a 

haft that would have exposed one side of the cutting/working surface to more damage 

than the other. 

Inferences of Behavior Based on a Comparison of Production Sequences 

A few inferences can be made based on the data shown; the first is that while the 

stone tools themselves would appear to require the same amount of effort to produce, the 
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organic components of these compound tools were distinct.  Each organic haft likely had 

its advantages; the bound haft being easily repaired or broken down into its parts for 

transportation, and the elbow haft being ideally suited to adze and gouge-like tools and 

activities such as planning or hollowing out wooden timbers or logs.  Again, the socket 

haft is likely the most laborious to produce, but seems designed to provide a long use-life; 

it is possible that this haft may indicate a curated and frequently-used tool rather than one 

with a specialized use. 

 Based on these interpretations, I argue that during the periods when elbow and 

socketed elbow hafts were the dominant form of haft, that felling and hollowing-out 

timbers or logs must have been an important activity within society.  In New Brunswick 

this would suggest that during the Middle and Late Archaic periods a lot of shaping and 

altering of large timbers or logs was occurring; as was discussed in Chapter 2, this could 

correlate with the production of cooking troughs and/or dugout canoes.   

 The bound haft requires a tool which is heavily engineered and likely more time 

consuming to produce (e.g., double grooved axes), but would have the advantage of 

being easily repaired, or even discarded with the GST tool head being transported more 

easily.  Perhaps this technology is indicative of a desire for high-mobility by the users of 

these tool types during the Terminal Archaic period in the FN. 

 The socketed haft is ideally suited to an axe-like orientation and as the most 

laborious haft form to produce, this may be indicative of more regular and general use of 

this tool, much as a belt or camp axe has been throughout the Historic period, and 

remains today perhaps the most invaluable tool to those camping, hunting or travelling 

through the wilderness.  This general-duty axe was likely useful for personal defense, 
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hunting and butchering game, shelter and vessel construction.  A strong, well-balanced, 

straight-grained and light handle was likely used, and these traits may have been 

exemplified by the small triangular axes and their inferred strong elaborate socketed hafts 

which have been found in Maritime Woodland period contexts.  

  It should be mentioned that many of these inferences are hypothetical, as they 

would require additional research to find direct evidence of all aspects of the production 

of these organic components.  I do believe that much of the production sequences 

proposed above are reasonable as most of the techniques and materials can either be 

directly inferred from the requirements of the haft, or the techniques have been 

established since European contact and are still in common use today (e.g., direct steam 

bending, rawhide and split spruce root use). The functional differences of these haft types 

could be indicative of the changing needs of the makers of these artifacts, and likely 

reflect changes in the lifeways of Pre-Contact populations throughout NB. 

Bit Angle, Reduction Sequence, and the “Optimal” Tool 

It is important to note that like usewear and edge damage, bit angle is also an 

important consideration when studying GST. The bit angle relates to the reduction 

sequence of the artifact. This is noticeable in instances where an artifact’s bit appears 

short and blunt from its continuous re-sharpening. There are instances where near 

“contradictions” exist between an artifact’s bit shape in comparison to its overall 

morphology; for example, certain axe specimens, although still considered biconvex in 

profile, appeared to have been re-sharpened so many times that their bits were not 
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“perfectly” symmetrical. I was not able to find evidence of a “biconvex-like” adze 

amongst the tools being researched. 

As is documented in this research, cases in which axes manifest plano-convex bits 

may point to various stages in a tool’s use-life. This again is tied to the concept of the 

reduction sequence in archaeology. In these examples, where the bit shape seems 

contradictory to the rest of the tool morphology, the tools would continue to be hafted in 

accordance with their overall morphology. This means that the efficiency of the tool 

would likely decline with changes in its bit angle. As a tool is re-sharpened (Figure 5.4 

and Figure 5.5) the loss of the ideal bit angle of 45º eventually occurs as re-sharpening 

reduces the length of the bit towards the haft.  Eventually, a bit angle in excess of 70º is 

reached where the tool is no longer effective as a cutting or chopping implement and it is 

either discarded or reused for another purpose.  The fact that none of the heavy edged 

ground stone tools in the GFC collection exhibit edge angles in excess of 70º (even those 

used for other purposes) forms the basis of this hypothesis.    

To elaborate, an adze is only deemed effective, given the confines of its hafting, if 

the bit shape and bit angle are in congruence to its haft. Logic dictates that an adze 

necessitates an elbow haft; if the bit is biconvex, tool efficiency declines. The user of the 

implement would have to modify their stance and hand-tool-target orientation in order to 

maintain a similar level of efficiency. Similarly, it is hard to conceive using an axe with a 

plano-convex bit as though it were biconvex; logic suggests that the point of impact on 

the tool’s bit would not be at its sharpest point. 

The research presented here suggests that an axe can be re-sharpened to an ideal 

bit angle of 45° approximately 5-6 times, depending on its size and stage of its use-life. 
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This data is based on a scale drawing of an “ideal” axe (specimen G14-1) found in the 

GFC Collection, which appears to have been unused and looks freshly sharpened to a bit 

angle of 45°. This particular example was chosen because of a striking observation in 

which a high number of axes and adzes have average bit angles of approximately 45° and 

appear generally unused. Based on this observation, the above-mentioned axe was chosen 

as a scale model, and a series of conceptual axes were sketched, depicting consecutive 

stages in the artifact’s use-life. As is demonstrated, the loss of the ideal bit angle of 45° 

occurs between reduction phases 5 and 6 (Figure 5.4). It should be reiterated again that 

the number of possible re-sharpening events depends on the size of the implement. 

It should be emphasized that the above is based on a conceptual schematic, and 

was not proven by any measure using experimental archaeology.  While proving the 

above using a carefully-organized experiment would generate important data, it is well 

beyond the scope of this research.  The conceptual schematic is based on an observation, 

but with development could produce significant results, and may answer questions 

regarding the “ideal” ground stone tool. 

To conclude, axes and other implements, namely adzes that appear to have been 

extensively used and re-sharpened have bit angles closer to 70°. In the case of the “ideal” 

axe chosen as a model for further investigation, I have concluded that it may be more 

beneficial to convert from an axe to an adze in the later stages of re-sharpening because 

the ideal 45° angle lasts longer through cycles when it is plano-convex in shape (Figure 

5.5). This of course, is dictated by the needs of the user of the implement. 

Returning to the earlier discussion of hafting, Figure 5.6 demonstrates the various 

haft types possible for the ground stone pieces in the GFC Collection and ties the possible 
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haft types to a chronology for NB. According to my interpretation of published research 

(Robinson 2001; Suttie 2005), elbow hafts were likely utilized between 8,100 BP – 4,700 

BP. Socketed elbow hafts were produced between 6,900 BP –2,100 BP (Robinson 

2001:349). Bound hafts were manufactured between 7,500 BP – 6,500 BP and again 

between 4,100 BP – 3,500 BP (Dincauze 1972; Petersen 1991). Socketed hafts appear 

around 3,200 BP and last until around 580 BP (Allen 1981; Deal 1986; Leonard 1996; 

Suttie 2010). Hafts are typically made of organic materials and therefore in most cases 

decompose before it is possible to study them. The chronological inferences given in this 

thesis, therefore, cannot be made directly using hafts; they can only be made by using the 

hafting elements as analogies to infer the nature of the organic haft. 

Localized Concentrations of Peck Marks 

Localized concentrations of peck marks were discovered on 6 artifacts and 

represent a consistency in shape and concentration as well as location on the artifacts. 

The artifacts that manifest these peck mark concentrations are: G5-14, G15-4, G27-1, 

G52-48, G52-151, and G142-5. It appears as though the peck marks are the result of 

using the tool like an anvil stone, by either laying the tool down and using it as the 

hammering surface, or by holding the artifact in the hand and using it as a hammer with 

blows falling consistently in the same location on the artifact. This is noteworthy because 

the peck marks appear on both dorsal and ventral surfaces, at either end of the tool, at 

both bit and poll, but never near the middle of the tool where the haft would have been. 

This suggests that the artifacts may have been used as anvil/hammerstone while they 

were hafted, as the peck areas appear on the exposed parts of the artifact and not where 
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the haft would fall. One might imagine a scenario in which a hafted axe or adze was 

turned upside down with the handle secured with an arm or leg and the exposed area of 

the axe/adze being supported by the ground for use as an anvil for bipolar percussion or 

nut processing. 

Abrasion Marks on Tool Surfaces 

Abraded surfaces appear on several of the artifacts examined. Eight artifacts show 

evidence of abrasion that could have occurred either before, during, and/or after use. 

These 8 artifacts are: G20-3, G131-2, G132-30, G139-4, G139-16, G139-18, G139-21, 

and G143-3. These examples appear to generally occur on the large battered grooved 

axes from Tobique Narrows (Figure 5.7). This suggests a linkage between the size of the 

implement and its lithic material in that most of the large axes from Tobique Narrows are 

composed of larger grained igneous and sedimentary rocks, which would serve well as 

abrasive stones after their effective use-life as an axe had passed. The cursory 

petrographic series conducted as part of this study is described later in this chapter. 

Chronological Implications 

The ground stone artifacts in the GFC Collection represent many different Pre-

Contact time periods. In order to associate chronological ties with the ground stone 

implements in the GFC Collection, I researched dated assemblages, in a similar fashion 

to Murphy (1998), Robinson (2001), and Suttie (2005), with a focus on the types in the 

GFC Collection. In addition, I sought recently dated ground stone assemblages (Suttie 

2005, 2010, 2014) from NB to make comparisons to the GFC Collection. 
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Through this endeavor, I was able to modify an existing chronological schema 

suggested by Suttie (2005) to reflect the major trends of GST manufacturing techniques 

as they occur in NB (Figure 5.8). This figure is intended to demonstrate that even at the 

manufacturing technique level, patterns amongst ground stone can be discerned through 

time. 

 It must be mentioned that the chronological frameworks presented here for the 

tools and haft types are based entirely upon comparisons with similar forms from dated 

contexts in the available literature.  None of the artifacts included in this study have dates 

associated with them and therefore these inferences should be regarded in general terms 

subject to refinement as additional GST-bearing sites are excavated and reported on. The 

general temporal patterns shown in Figure 5.1 are based on the available data at present, 

at the completion of this research.  The trend of elbow hafts being replaced by bound 

hafts, which are in-turn replaced by socketed hafts is supported by the current data. 

Correlating Ground Stone Tool Usage with Concomitant Data Sets 

As has been discussed, GST is present in NB from the Archaic period to just 

before European Contact. It is important to note that after the Morrill Point Phase 

(Robinson 2001) formalized ground stone tools become well established. If researchers 

are correct in arguing that GST is used for heavy woodworking (e.g., in the manufacture 

of dugout canoes), this evidence may support that finding, as formalized FST technology 

becomes prominent in assemblages again around 5,800 – 5,300 BP in NB. This is 

relevant because formalized FST becomes more common than GST in NB assemblages 

after 3,900 BP. After the Archaic period, axes are generally the predominant utilitarian 
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GST that is used in NB, aside from other GST forms found in ceremonial contexts. After 

3900 BP, gouges disappear from the archaeological record, possibly indicating that their 

use became extinct. 

A recent find in Northern NB demonstrates that dugout canoes were used in NB 

until the early 16
th

 century. This came with the finding of a canoe dated to 480 BP (Suttie 

2008). Researchers (Murphy 1998) suggest that heavy woodworking tools were used on 

Hemlock, White Pine, and Red Pine (i.e., specimens inherent in large mast forests) as 

these tree types are the most suitable for the manufacture of dugout canoes. 

Based on the data presented above, I suggest the that it is possible to reconstruct 

haft types based on the usewear and attribute analysis of the edged heavy ground stone 

tools in the GFC Collection; namely the axes, adzes and gouges. The interpretations and 

correlations made from the lithic component of these once-composite tools could be 

directly tested through a carefully controlled replicative or experimental research project. 

Future research will attempt to address this, which could serve as a comparative data set 

for the interpretations presented here. 

Inferring Meaning from Changes in Tool Components: A Caution 

Before concluding this research, I must raise the issue of inferring the meaning of 

changes in tool types based solely on the examination of one aspect of these compound 

tools.  In most cases, these stone tools were one small but important part of what were 

formally composite tools which were designed and built to function as a tool system.  

Considering the implications of a change in one aspect of this tool system without 

considering the rest of the system is problematic.  From the discussion above, the reader 
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can consider that three major haft types which required roughly similar amounts of effort 

to form and may seem indistinctive in function are very different when the entire tool/haft 

system is considered.  The same is likely for many other tool forms which are commonly 

interpreted alone (i.e., absent from the rest of the composite components), such as 

bifaces, unifaces, and utilized flakes. 

A direct example of this was recently discovered at the Bocabec site (BhDm-1) in 

Southwestern New Brunswick.  Research conducted at the site identified and recovered 

an intact composite flaked tool consisting of three unifacially retouched flakes socketed 

into a wooden vise-like handle (Suttie 2014). This tool, dated to ca. 600 BP or the Late 

Maritime Woodland period, demonstrates how little archaeologists currently know about 

these entire tool systems and the caution which should be taken in inferring the 

significance of small changes in objects like retouched flakes when their place within a 

larger composite tool system has not yet been explored or considered. 

Finds of this nature should serve as a reminder for researchers to constantly 

challenge accepted notions of how these tools were used, and to remember that many of 

them are just portions of complex composite tools.  These composite tools should be 

considered where possible as a whole system, in order to more fully and reasonably 

interpret the significance of these tools and what researchers can infer about the lifeways 

of those who made them. 
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Figure 5.1: A conceptual schematic of the production sequence of elbow/socketed elbow hafts. 
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Figure 5.2: A conceptual schematic of the production sequence of socketed hafts. 
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Figure 5.3: A conceptual schematic of the production sequence of bound hafts. 
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Figure 5.4: Conceptual schematic of the reduction sequence of an "ideal" axe. 
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Figure 5.5: A conceptual schema of the reduction sequence of an "ideal" adze. 
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Figure 5.6: Examples of hafting types studied in this research, along with a chronology showing the 

use of these haft types through time. 
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Figure 5.7: Severely damaged ground stone specimens from the Tobique Narrows region of New 

Brunswick. 
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Figure 5.8: A chronology for the Maritime Peninsula modified from Suttie (2005) to show the major trends in ground stone technology manufacturing 

techniques. 
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CHAPTER 6 : SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This research is based on the detailed technological analysis of 107 ground stone 

artifacts in the GFC Collection. In this chapter, I summarize this research, and present the 

significance of the findings. This research shows that despite the limitations of working 

with undated assemblages, meaningful interpretations of the past can still be achieved. 

The primary goal of this research was to better understand the linkages between 

artifact morphology, hafting, tool function, and human behavior. For this research, I 

developed a classification scheme to capture relevant data (Figure 3.1). Patterns emerged 

from the data, through which I was able to suggest technological (Figure 5.4 and Figure 

5.5), chronological (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8), and behavioral (Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, 

and Figure 5.3) interpretations of GST throughout the Pre-Contact period on the MP.  

One of the most significant contributions in this thesis is the suggestion that 

artifact morphology is directly linked to hafting.  This research suggests that inferences 

based on hafting can allow archaeologists to interpret a formerly inaccessible (i.e., largely 

due to organic decomposition) component of GST on the MP. The interpretations of 

technological change through time in this thesis were condensed into Figure 5.6; the 

patterns in chronology appear to comply with the current understanding of GST on the 

MP in that the technological changes coincide with time periods where a shift occurred 

away from heavy woodworking construction to a lighter birch bark technology (Sanger 

2009). 

As is conceptualized in this research, the ideal tools for hacking or scooping out 

wooden material (e.g., as in the construction of dugout canoes) would be plano-convex 
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tools secured in elbow or socketed elbow hafts. I have identified these possible haft types 

in the GFC Collection based on the presence of blunt (16 of 80 specimens in detailed 

analysis; 20 percent of the sample) versus tapered (19 of 80 specimens in detailed 

analysis; 24 percent of the sample) poll ends, which I believe indicate the type of haft 

used to secure the tool. Based on tool morphology, I believe both of these haft types 

appeared on the MP during the late Early Archaic period (ca. 8,200 BP; Robinson 2001). 

The latest-known evidence of plano-convex tools that would have been secured in elbow 

hafts dates to the Terminal Archaic period (ca. 3,900 BP; Sanger 1973; Suttie 2014). It is 

around this time that archaeologists believe the development of birch bark technology 

increased on the MP (Blair 2010). In comparison, the latest-known evidence of plano-

convex tools that would have been secured in elbow hafts dates to the late Middle 

Archaic period (ca. 7,000 BP; Robinson 2001). This change coincides with a shift in 

ground stone gouge morphology, in that full-channeled gouges become smaller with 

blunt polls, which would not have fit as well into socketed elbow hafts. 

In this research, I inferred that the action of chopping wood rather than hacking or 

scooping it out would have been performed mostly by biconvex tools secured in bound or 

socketed hafts (Figure 5.6). Again, I identified these in the GFC collection based on the 

presence of blunt (21 of 80 specimens in detailed analysis; 26 percent of the sample) 

versus tapered (13 of 80 specimens in detailed analysis; 16 percent of the sample) poll 

ends, which I believe indicate the type of haft used to secure the tool. The earliest-known 

evidence of biconvex tools that would have been secured in bound hafts dates to the 

Middle Archaic period (ca. 7,500 BP; Petersen 1991); this is followed by a “data gap” 

that lasts through to the Terminal Archaic period (Figure 5.6). As was previously 
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mentioned, the Terminal Archaic period represents a time of significant technological and 

potentially cultural change. Some suggested that this change is connected to the 

appearance of the Susquehanna Tradition on the MP, while others have rejected the 

application of external culture-history schema (in this case, from southern New England) 

to local Terminal Archaic patterns (Bourque 1995, Sanger 1971, Suttie 2014). 

 My research suggests that evidence of biconvex tools secured in socketed hafts 

appears at the beginning of the Maritime Woodland period, and lasts through to European 

contact (ca. 3,200 – 500 BP; Cox 1991; Suttie 2005, 2010). These specimens appear to 

have no visible hafting elements, but have tapered poll ends that fit securely into the 

socket of the haft. European accounts describe the use of fire in combination with GST to 

construct wooden cooking troughs (Champlain and Biggar 1971:153, 155; Denys et al. 

1908:402, 406, 419). It is possible that the use of fire to shape a cavity in the wood meant 

that plano-convex tools were not needed in the construction process, as biconvex tools 

would remove the burned area with ease; while this hypothesis is speculative (and 

assumes that fire was not used in the hollowing process), it may explain the decrease in 

plano-convex GST towards the end of the Archaic period on the MP. 

 There are a number of research directions that could take place in the future with 

regards to GST. For example, use-wear analysis on the bits of ground stone axes, adzes, 

and gouges would provide further evidence of the orientation of the hafts. It is assumed 

that in the case of plano-convex specimens, the ventral surface sits flush with the 

elbow/socketed elbow haft. This orientation would require the user to swing the tool in a 

similar fashion to a modern mattock, which means that damage would presumably occur 

more quickly on the dorsal surface. In the case of biconvex tools, damage would 
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presumably occur at a more or less even rate on both sides of the bit (although left versus 

right-handedness may play a role in the rate of damage). Replicative studies would 

provide the opportunity to test the above hypothesis. Further, these studies could also be 

used to test the reduction sequences for “ideal” tools outlined in this research (Figure 5.4 

and Figure 5.5).  

 Petrographic studies could also provide insight into the procurement of ground 

stone materials in the region. To add a temporal dimension, assemblages with absolute 

dates from the area could provide chronological information for further context. Using 

regional lithic materials in replicative studies could provide an even clearer 

understanding of the rate of use (and consequently reduction) for ground stone axes, 

adzes, and gouges. 

Lastly, future excavations in the region are sure to change the current 

understanding of GST on the MP. It is my hope that future research refines the existing 

chronology, so that archaeologists may better understand the vast technological changes 

that occurred on the MP throughout the Pre-Contact period. Additional research on the 

exploitation of lacustrine and marine resources during the Middle and Late Archaic 

periods may provide further insight into the formalization of GST. Likewise, future 

excavation will certainly refine our understanding of the development of birch bark 

technology. The earliest evidence of cut birch bark was recently found in situ in 

southwestern NB (BgDq-39); at this site, earlier deposits (pre ca. 3,800 BP) are 

characterized by large axes and adzes, but later deposits (post ca. 3,800 BP) lack any 

edged, heavy GST (Suttie et al 2013). This may be indirect evidence of the decreased use 

of varied formalized GST (relative to the total assemblage from the site), coinciding with 
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the increased use of birch bark technologies. Further excavations will surely refine these 

hypotheses. 

To conclude, the research presented in this thesis has demonstrated that 

morphological attributes of GST reflect the function and hafting of the artifacts. Through 

attribute analysis of both hafting elements, and their associated haft types, I have 

suggested the potential uses of these tools. While the analysis of flaked stone has been 

refined by considerations of both production processes and reduction sequence, and the 

implication of manufacturing, use, and discard for human behaviour, studies of ground 

stone tools have largely focused on form and style. In this study I have broadened these 

perspectives, and in so doing, I have attempted to open new vistas into this important 

technology on the MP. 
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Appendix A: GFC Ground Stone Analysis Worksheets 

Specimen: 1 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 4-12 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 62 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Sedimentary rock with mica inclusions 

 

 

 

 

 

White Marsh Brook  

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 110.37 

Width (mm): 65.17 

Thickness (mm): 18.63 

Mass (g): 154.00 

Bit angle: 60° 

G4-12 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 2 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 4-13 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 63 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered medium-grained volcanic 

with dark phenocrysts 

 

 

 

 

 

Wapske Flat, Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 195.30 

Width (mm): 53.00 

Thickness (mm): 28.68 

Mass (g): 391.00 

Bit angle: 60° 

G4-13 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 3 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 4-18 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 331 

NCA – miscellaneous  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Opaque jadeite 

 

 

 

 

 

Wap Lake, British Columbia 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 177.31 

Width (mm): 52.95 

Thickness (mm): 22.63 

Mass (g): 353.00 

Bit angle: 65° 

G4-18 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground and polished 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Resembles an adze; not included in analysis because it is from British Columbia. 
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Specimen: 4 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 4-20 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 325 

NCA – miscellaneous  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

Upper Woodstock, Harris Field 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 178.23 

Width (mm): 90.53 

Thickness (mm): 30.83 

Mass (g): 607.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G4-20 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen does not appear to have been culturally modified. 
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Specimen: 5 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 4-21 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 326  

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

Spednic Lake, Charlotte County, New 

Brunswick 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 253.11 

Width (mm): 63.85 

Thickness (mm): 41.55 

Mass (g): 996.00 

Bit angle: 61° 

G4-21 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Extensive abrasion on ventral surface; may have been intended to aid in hafting. 
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Specimen: 6 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 5-4 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 70 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic with dark 

phenocrysts 

 

 

 

 

 

Shogomoc, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 199.49 

Width (mm): 58.62 

Thickness (mm): 21.00 

Mass (g): 330.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G5-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 7 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 5-5 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 71 

Fragmentary gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“LRM” is written on artifact 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 161.49 

Width (mm): 50.67 

Thickness (mm): 36.77 

Mass (g): 383.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G5-5 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: full-channeled 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is heavily weathered; bit angle is indeterminable. 
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Specimen: 8 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 5-6 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 72 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 112.85 

Width (mm): 44.08 

Thickness (mm): 15.93 

Mass (g): 122.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G5-6 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 9 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 5-14 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 80 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 68.35 

Width (mm): 31.90 

Thickness (mm): 13.31 

Mass (g): 42.00 

Bit angle: 55° 

G5-14 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 10 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 9-18 

Box #: 3 

GFC database #: 123 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 147.52 

Width (mm): 41.39 

Thickness (mm): 20.78 

Mass (g): 132.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G9-18 

 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is flaked; likely a preform for a flaked and ground implement. 
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Specimen: 11 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 11-1 

Box #: 3 

GFC database #: 523 

Complete gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spednic Lake, New Brunswick 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 216.03 

Width (mm): 43.04 

Thickness (mm): 29.24 

Mass (g): 366.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G11-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: full-channeled  

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 12 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 11-2 

Box #: 3 

GFC database #: 201 

Complete gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered metamorphic rock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River, Opposite Eel River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 237.73 

Width (mm): 52.01 

Thickness (mm): 40.64 

Mass (g): 703.00 

Bit angle: 57° 

G11-2 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: short-channelled 

Hafting element: keeled 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 13 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 11-28 

Box #: 3 

GFC database #: 227 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nictau, Tobique 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 86.46 

Width (mm): 51.94 

Thickness (mm): 14.50 

Mass (g): 73.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G11-28 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Bit was re-sharpened after sustaining damage. 
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Specimen: 14 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 11-29 

Box #: 3 

GFC database #: 228 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered metamorphic rock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“CM” is written on artifact 

  

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 97.07 

Width (mm): 52.39 

Thickness (mm): 16.93 

Mass (g): 120.00 

Bit angle: 70° 

G11-29 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Cross-mending repair visible on artifact. 
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Specimen: 15 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 14-1 

Box #: 4 

GFC database #: 605 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Indian Tomahawk found at _____ 

Lake, Wellisley, Massachusetts…” 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 262.19 

Width (mm): 70.03 

Thickness (mm): 33.20 

Mass (g): 918.00 

Bit angle: 51° 

G14-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Old labels adhered to surface of specimen. 
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Specimen: 16 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 14-4 

Box #: 4 

GFC database #: 285 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 88.00 

Width (mm): 62.16 

Thickness (mm): 28.88 

Mass (g): 155.00 

Bit angle: 51° 

G14-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 17 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 14-5 

Box #: 4 

GFC database #: 293 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic porphyritic volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eel River Lake 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 127.95 

Width (mm): 57.32 

Thickness (mm): 29.72 

Mass (g): 370.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G14-5 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 18 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 4-10 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 60 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southwest Miramichi River 

 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 156.88 

Width (mm): 59.04 

Thickness (mm): 26.46 

Mass (g): 311.00 

Bit angle: 56° 

G4-10 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

Photo not available. 
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Specimen: 19 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 14-29 

Box #: 4 

GFC database #: 310 

NCA – modified cobble  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Perhaps a hoe, below White Marsh 

Brook, opposite of Florenceville, St. 

John River” 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 146.29 

Width (mm): 97.05 

Thickness (mm): 16.79 

Mass (g): 340.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G14-29 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Other than notching, no other modification visible. 
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Specimen: 20 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 15-4 

Box #: 5 

GFC database #: 1215 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Big Clearwater, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 68.76 

Width (mm): 49.84 

Thickness (mm): 19.91 

Mass (g): 98.00 

Bit angle: 55° 

G15-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 21 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 16-18 

Box #: 5 

GFC database #: 1250 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 132.04 

Width (mm): 50.06 

Thickness (mm): 39.90 

Mass (g): 367.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G16-18 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: battered and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Asymmetric bit due to heavy abrasion on ventral surface. 
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Specimen: 22 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 16-19 

Box #: 5 

GFC database #: 1251 

Fragmentary adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 130.09 

Width (mm): 45.47 

Thickness (mm): 23.43 

Mass (g): 163.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G16-19 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Heavy damage at bit; bit angle is indeterminable. 
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Specimen: 23 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 20-2 

Box #: 8 

GFC database #: 628 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic, banded 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 176.59 

Width (mm): 61.03 

Thickness (mm): 31.55 

Mass (g): 509 

Bit angle: N/A 

G20-2 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is a preform, potentially for a flaked and ground implement. 
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Specimen: 24 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 20-3 

Box #: 8 

GFC database #: 629 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Siltstone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Upper field above Three Brooks, 

Tobique River, New Brunswick, 

Canada (1964 AD)” 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 161.70 

Width (mm): 89.35 

Thickness (mm): 26.35 

Mass (g): 437.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G20-3 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Heavy damage at bit; bit angle is indeterminable. 
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Specimen: 25 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 20-4 

Box #: 8 

GFC database #: 630 

NCA – miscellaneous  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic coarse-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 145.31 

Width (mm): 78.76 

Thickness (mm): 48.88 

Mass (g): 655.50 

Bit angle: N/A 

G20-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is an unmodified river cobble; potentially covered in red ochre. 
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Specimen: 26 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 20-7 

Box #: 8 

GFC database #: 633 

NCA – miscellaneous  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Sandstone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 111.87 

Width (mm): 76.76 

Thickness (mm): 26.73 

Mass (g): 192.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G20-7 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is missing a ventral side due to fracture. Deep plough scars on dorsal. 
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Specimen: 27 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 22-1 

Box #: 5 

GFC database #: 651 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic medium-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks of Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 119.32 

Width (mm): 64.37 

Thickness (mm): 36.22 

Mass (g): 390.50 

Bit Angle: 60° 

G22-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 28 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 22-2 

Box #: 5 

GFC database #: 652 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 133.06 

Width (mm): 64.58 

Thickness (mm): 20.71 

Mass (g): 259.50 

Bit angle: 35° 

G22-2 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 29 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 23-1 

Box #: 9 

GFC database #: 670 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 127.96 

Width (mm): 61.43 

Thickness (mm): 20.46 

Mass (g): 232.20 

Bit angle: N/A 

G23-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen appears to be a preform, potentially for a pecked and ground implement. 
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Specimen: 30 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 25-25 

Box #: 9 

GFC database #: 820 

Fragmentary gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Greenstone tuff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 83.49 

Width (mm): 37.42 

Thickness (mm): 20.27 

Mass (g): 87.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G25-25 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 31 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 27-1 

Box #: 10 

GFC database #: 707 

Complete adze 

 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Meta-sedimentary rock, mottled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meductic, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 135.27 

Width (mm): 48.85 

Thickness (mm): 22.60 

Mass (g): 206.00 

Bit angle: 55° 

G27-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 32 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 28-1 

Box #: 10 

GFC database #: 749 

NCA – miscellaneous   

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 123.50 

Width (mm): 53.50 

Thickness (mm): 38.57 

Mass (g): 335.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G28-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen resembles an adze, but has an extensively ground ventral surface. 
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Specimen: 33 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 28-2 

Box #: 10 

GFC database #: 750 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 116.48 

Width (mm): 49.30 

Thickness (mm): 34.05 

Mass (g): 329.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G28-2 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 34 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 28-3 

Box #: 10 

GFC database #: 751 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 95.40 

Width (mm): 54.86 

Thickness (mm): 18.43 

Mass (g): 144.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G28-3 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: battered and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 35 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 28-4 

Box #: 10 

GFC database #: 752 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 79.57 

Width (mm): 73.18 

Thickness (mm): 23.60 

Mass (g): 175.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G28-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen appears to be a preform, potentially for a pecked and ground implement. 
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Specimen: 36 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 30-57 

Box #: 11 

GFC database #: 941 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 96.59 

Width (mm): 46.10 

Thickness (mm): 14.78 

Mass (g): 86.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G30-57 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen was re-sharpened after sustaining longitudinal fracture. 
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Specimen: 37 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 30-58 

Box #: 11 

GFC database #: 942 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mouth of Indian Brook, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 90.44 

Width (mm): 75.43 

Thickness (mm): 17.89 

Mass (g): 202.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G30-58 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 38 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 39-31 

Box #: 13 

GFC database #: 1066 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Metamorphic rock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 280.84 

Width (mm): 97.55 

Thickness (mm): 48.13 

Mass (g): 790.05 

Bit angle: N/A 

G39-31 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen appears to be a preform, potentially for a flaked and ground implement. 
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Specimen: 39 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 39-32 

Box #: 13 

GFC database #: 1067 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 164.71 

Width (mm): 61.50 

Thickness (mm): 28.25 

Mass (g): 390.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G39-32 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 40 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 39-156 

Box #: 15 

GFC database #: 1414 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 111.03 

Width (mm): 50.48 

Thickness (mm): 31.58 

Mass (g): 192.00 

Bit angle: 63° 

G39-156 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 41 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 39-159 

Box #: 15 

GFC database #: 1417 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic, banded 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 111.51 

Width (mm): 53.53 

Thickness (mm): 25.18 

Mass (g): 209.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G39-159 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 42 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 42-3 

Box #: 17 

GFC database #: 1422 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 110.50 

Width (mm): 53.06 

Thickness (mm): 25.50 

Mass (g): 265.00 

Bit angle: 70° 

G42-3 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Striations visible on dorsal surface. 
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Specimen: 43 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 42-5 

Box #: 17 

GFC database #: 1424 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 152.87 

Width (mm): 55.36 

Thickness (mm): 32.25 

Mass (g): 390.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G42-5 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 44 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 42-6 

Box #: 17 

GFC database #: 1425 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic porphyritic volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 179.42 

Width (mm): 65.03 

Thickness (mm): 45.30 

Mass (g): 712.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G42-6 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Heavy damage at bit; bit angle is indeterminable. 
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Specimen: 45 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 44-133 

Box #: 14 

GFC database #: 1727 

Complete gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Red mudstone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 81.17 

Width (mm): 40.31 

Thickness (mm): 12.38 

Mass (g): 44.00 

Bit angle: 65° 

G44-133 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: short-channeled 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Small gouge made from a large primary flake; ground at bit end to shape gouge. 
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Specimen: 46 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-77 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1150 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 268.31 

Width (mm): 48.58 

Thickness (mm): 29.74 

Mass (g): 665.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G51-77 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 47 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-78 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1157 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 201.74 

Width (mm): 72.14 

Thickness (mm): 37.70 

Mass (g): 398.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G51-78 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen repurposed from a failed flaked axe; notching was fashioned for hafting. 
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Specimen: 48 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-89 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1161 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 186.95 

Width (mm): 64.86 

Thickness (mm): 26.96 

Mass (g): 336.00 

Bit angle: 41° 

G51-89 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 49 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-90 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1162 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic medium-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 247.02 

Width (mm): 53.55 

Thickness (mm): 37.64 

Mass (g): 778.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G51-90 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 50 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-115 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1187 

NCA – miscellaneous  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Odell Falls, Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 239.72 

Width (mm): 60.16 

Thickness (mm): 41.74 

Mass (g): 903.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G51-115 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen has an obtuse bit angle and is heavily pecked. 
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Specimen: 51 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-116 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1188 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 263.98 

Width (mm): 58.78 

Thickness (mm): 32.62 

Mass (g): 492.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G51-116 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is a preform, potentially for a flaked and ground implement. 
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Specimen: 52 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-120 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1192 

NCA – miscellaneous  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Quartz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 67.28 

Width (mm): 32.28 

Thickness (mm): 11.85 

Mass (g): 30.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G51-120 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen chosen to determine if grinding was present; no grinding was found. 
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Specimen: 53 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-128 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1200 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 99.73 

Width (mm): 56.31 

Thickness (mm): 17.37 

Mass (g): 116.00 

Bit angle: 46° 

G51-128 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen was re-sharpened after sustaining fracture. 
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Specimen: 54 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 51-129 

Box #: 38 

GFC database #: 1201 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic, banded 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 96.72 

Width (mm): 47.68 

Thickness (mm): 21.66 

Mass (g): 163.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G51-129 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground and polished 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 55 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 106-4 

Box #: 24 

GFC database #: 1750 

NCA – modified cobble  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic medium-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 95.27 

Width (mm): 64.79 

Thickness (mm): 14.39 

Mass (g): 138.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G106-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Other than notching, no other modification is visible. 
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Specimen: 56 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 106-8 

Box #: 24 

GFC database #: 1754 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic, banded 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 87.41 

Width (mm): 64.67 

Thickness (mm): 19.99 

Mass (g): 192.00 

Bit angle: 55° 

G106-8 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground and polished 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 57 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 106-11 

Box #: 24 

GFC database #: 1757 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noonan, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 135.54 

Width (mm): 63.49 

Thickness (mm): 18.10 

Mass (g): 231.00 

Bit angle: 55° 

G106-11 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 58 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 112-4 

Box #: 24 

GFC database #: 1741 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 150.88 

Width (mm): 38.87 

Thickness (mm): 19.28 

Mass (g): 173.00 

Bit angle: 65° 

G112-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex  

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 59 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 112-5 

Box #: 24 

GFC database #: 1762 

Complete gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 240.26 

Width (mm): 41.92 

Thickness (mm): 24.58 

Mass (g): 454.00 

Bit angle: 65° 

G112-5 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: short-channeled 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 60 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 115-1 

Box #: 25 

GFC database #: 1847 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 131.38 

Width (mm): 72.74 

Thickness (mm): 32.66 

Mass (g): 413.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G115-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 61 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 115-2 

Box #: 25 

GFC database #: 1848 

Complete gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic coarse-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 195.63 

Width (mm): 47.25 

Thickness (mm): 26.11 

Mass (g): 373.00 

Bit angle: 60° 

G115-2 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: short-channeled 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 62 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 115-3 

Box #: 25 

GFC database #: 1849 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic medium-grained volcanic with 

cryptocrystalline inclusions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 154.87 

Width (mm): 34.94 

Thickness (mm): 26.64 

Mass (g): 296.00 

Bit angle: 65° 

G115-3 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground and polished 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 63 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 115-4 

Box #: 25 

GFC database #: 1850 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic coarse-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 202.61 

Width (mm): 67.31 

Thickness (mm): 29.86 

Mass (g): 563.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G115-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 64 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 120-8 

Box #: 26 

GFC database #: 1858 

Fragmentary gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upper Woodstock, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 161.19 

Width (mm): 44.64 

Thickness (mm): 30.35 

Mass (g): 285.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G120-8 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: full-channeled 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Heavy weathering; bit angle is indeterminable. 
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Specimen: 65 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 129-1 

Box #: 28 

GFC database #: 1685 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic medium-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 233.35 

Width (mm): 91.63 

Thickness (mm): 34.30 

Mass (g): 1009.00 

Bit angle: 67° 

G129-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 66 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 129-2 

Box #: 28 

GFC database #: 1686 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moosehead Lake, Maine 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 148.49 

Width (mm): 80.48 

Thickness (mm): 51.09 

Mass (g): 1089.00 

Bit angle: 75° 

G129-2 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen has a ¾ grooved hafting element.  
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Specimen: 67 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 130-5 

Box #: 28 

GFC database #: 1692 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic with dark 

phenocrysts  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 203.85 

Width (mm): 97.87 

Thickness (mm): 37.28 

Mass (g): 1169.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G130-5 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen appears to be a preform for a pecked and ground implement; signs of 

notching, and shaping at bit. 
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Specimen: 68 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 131-1 

Box #: 28 

GFC database #: 1693 

NCA – modified cobble  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic medium-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 185.23 

Width (mm): 126.67 

Thickness (mm): 40.12 

Mass (g): 1167.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G131-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 69 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 131-2 

Box #: 28 

GFC database #: 1694 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic porphyritic volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opposite Eel River, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 235.77 

Width (mm): 144.89 

Thickness (mm): 45.47 

Mass (g): 1975.00 

Bit angle: 80° 

G131-2 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: battered and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: notched 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 70 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 40-64 

Box #: 16 

GFC database #: 2085 

Fragmentary adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shiktehawk 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 140.37 

Width (mm): 75.54 

Thickness (mm): 33.59 

Mass (g): 355.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G40-64 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is heavily weathered; bit angle is indeterminable. 
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Specimen: 71 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 40-65 

Box #: 16 

GFC database #: 2086 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 222.75 

Width (mm): 79.33 

Thickness (mm): 42.00 

Mass (g): 802.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G40-65 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen appears to be a preform, potentially for a flaked and ground implement. 
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Specimen: 72 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 40-66 

Box #: 16 

GFC database #: 2087 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Sandstone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 162.06 

Width (mm): 75.81 

Thickness (mm): 39.65 

Mass (g): 731.00 

Bit angle: 70° 

G40-66 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is finely-ground; pecking observed at groove and at bit. 
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Specimen: 73 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-1 

Box #: 43 

GFC database #: 332 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic medium-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southwest Miramichi River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 161.10 

Width (mm): 54.81 

Thickness (mm): 38.15 

Mass (g): 583.00 

Bit angle: 65° 

G52-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 74 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-15 

Box #: 43 

GFC database #: 346 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 90.65 

Width (mm): 52.66 

Thickness (mm): 29.45 

Mass (g): 155.00 

Bit angle: 58° 

G52-15 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen was re-sharpened after sustaining fracture. 
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Specimen: 75 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-20 

Box #: 43 

GFC database #: 351 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wapske, Tobique 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 91.36 

Width (mm): 56.5 

Thickness (mm): 13.63 

Mass (g): 89.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G52-20 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 76 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-32 

Box #: 43 

GFC database #: 363 

Complete gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three Brooks, Tobique 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 171.18 

Width (mm): 40.63 

Thickness (mm): 25.23 

Mass (g): 298.00 

Bit angle: 45° 

G52-32 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: short-channeled 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 77 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-48 

Box #: 43 

GFC database #: 379 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 205.00 

Width (mm): 76.30 

Thickness (mm): 37.13 

Mass (g): 867.00 

Bit angle: 70° 

G52-48 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Evident pecking on dorsal, some on ventral; surface used as anvil. 
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Specimen: 78 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-114 

Box #: 43 

GFC database #: 442 

Complete gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Greenstone tuff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 171.81 

Width (mm): 38.23 

Thickness (mm): 25.44 

Mass (g): 263.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G52-114 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: short-channeled 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 79 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-122 

Box #: 43 

GFC database #: 461 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic, banded 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 278.61 

Width (mm): 53.87 

Thickness (mm): 41.33 

Mass (g): 937.00 

Bit angle: 55° 

G52-122 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: keeled 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 80 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-151 

Box #: 43 

GFC database #: 478 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic medium-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nictau, Tobique 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 171.76 

Width (mm): 64.23 

Thickness (mm): 40.64 

Mass (g): 751.00 

Bit angle: 60° 

G52-151 

 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 
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Specimen: 81 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 127-12 

Box #: 27 

GFC database #: 2088 

NCA – miscellaneous  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Red mudstone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meductic Flats 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 132.04 

Width (mm): 55.71 

Thickness (mm): 23.29 

Mass (g): 240.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G127-12 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is severely weathered. 
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Specimen: 82 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 127-14 

Box #: 27 

GFC database #: 2089 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Felsic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 140.63 

Width (mm): 38.12 

Thickness (mm): 15.75 

Mass (g): 120.00 

Bit angle: 35° 

G127-14 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 83 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 132-1 

Box #: 29 

GFC database #: 2090 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic with dark 

phenocrysts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wapske, Tobique 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 93.22 

Width (mm): 41.44 

Thickness (mm): 23.82 

Mass (g): 156.00 

Bit angle: 60° 

G132-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: battered and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen was re-sharpened after sustaining fracture. 
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Specimen: 84 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 132-6 

Box #: 29 

GFC database #: 2091 

NCA – miscellaneous   

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic porphyritic volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 78.98 

Width (mm): 53.71 

Thickness (mm): 16.27 

Mass (g): 90.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G132-6 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen is split nearly in half due to longitudinal fracture; specimen may show 

signs of notching. 
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Specimen: 85 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 132-10 

Box #: 29 

GFC database #: 2092 

NCA – miscellaneous   

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Quartzite 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 92.35 

Width (mm): 57.77 

Thickness (mm): 37.30 

Mass (g): 235.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G132-10 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen appears to be recently-made; rock dust observed on surfaces. No 

apparent bit. 
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Specimen: 86 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 132-29 

Box #: 29 

GFC database #: 2093 

NCA – modified cobble  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 179.78 

Width (mm): 80.15 

Thickness (mm): 56.07 

Mass (g): 1250.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G132-29 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A  

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 87 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 132-30 

Box #: 29 

GFC database #: 2094 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 165.06 

Width (mm): 86.32 

Thickness (mm): 39.42 

Mass (g): 906.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G132-30 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Bit heavily used; bit angle is indeterminable. Specimen was likely biconvex and 

straight from bit to poll. 
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Specimen: 88 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 134-94 

Box #: 30 

GFC database #: 2112 

NCA – miscellaneous   

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 137.92 

Width (mm): 47.39 

Thickness (mm): 27.03 

Mass (g): 300.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G134-94 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 89 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 34-99 

Box #: 30 

GFC database #: 2095 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic coarse-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Near a brook by old fish hatchery” 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 195.48 

Width (mm): 110.09 

Thickness (mm): 52.48 

Mass (g): 1516.00 

Bit angle: 65° 

G34-99 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

Photo not available. 
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Specimen: 90 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-1 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2096 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

McGuire’s Flat, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 139.01 

Width (mm): 60.80 

Thickness (mm): 26.35 

Mass (g): 379.00 

Bit angle: 55° 

G139-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 91 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-2 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2182 

NCA – preform  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phillips Flat, Woodstock 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 159.39 

Width (mm): 74.18 

Thickness (mm): 30.37 

Mass (g): 415.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G139-2 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Appears to be a preform for a ground implement; resembles an adze, but no 

obvious shaping at bit end. 
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Specimen: 92 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-3 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2098 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 133.06 

Width (mm): 68.98 

Thickness (mm): 37.42 

Mass (g): 391.00 

Bit angle: 75° 

G139-3 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen was re-sharpened after sustaining fracture. 
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Specimen: 93 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-4 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2099 

NCA – miscellaneous   

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Sandstone  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upper Woodstock, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 185.52 

Width (mm): 86.42 

Thickness (mm): 25.02 

Mass (g): 522.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G139-4 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: N/A 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 

 

 
*Evidence of recent abrasion on dorsal surface; specimen has rounded bit. 
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Specimen: 94 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-13 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2100 

NCA – modified cobble  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 142.99 

Width (mm): 96.48 

Thickness (mm): 59.11 

Mass (g): 1145.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G139-13 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 95 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-14 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2101 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic porphyritic volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

East Florenceville, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 221.32 

Width (mm): 69.67 

Thickness (mm): 30.57 

Mass (g): 802.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G139-14 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 96 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-15 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2102 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 188.76 

Width (mm): 70.34 

Thickness (mm): 38.45 

Mass (g): 778.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G139-15 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Bit heavily used; bit angle is indeterminable. 
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Specimen: 97 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-16 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2103 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Sandstone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 173.47 

Width (mm): 104.97 

Thickness (mm): 45.91 

Mass (g): 483.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G139-16 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 98 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-18 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2104 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Weathered medium-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 190.61 

Width (mm): 98.89 

Thickness (mm): 48.84 

Mass (g): 1335.00 

Bit angle: 75° 

G139-18 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 
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Specimen: 99 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-21 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2105 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 159.32 

Width (mm): 102.72 

Thickness (mm): 32.01 

Mass (g): 775.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G139-21 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 100 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-24 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2106 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upper Woodstock 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 165.21 

Width (mm): 88.05 

Thickness (mm): 31.57 

Mass (g): 567.00 

Bit angle: 65° 

G139-24 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: flaked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: roughed 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen was re-sharpened after sustaining fracture. 
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Specimen: 101 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 139-25 

Box #: 32, 33 

GFC database #: 2107 

Fragmentary gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic schist  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tobique River Narrows 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 172.44 

Width (mm): 58.55 

Thickness (mm): 20.69 

Mass (g): 257.00 

Bit angle: 55° 

G139-25 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen sustained significant weathering. 
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Specimen: 102 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 142-5 

Box #: 34 

GFC database #: 2108 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meductic, St. John River 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 130.87 

Width (mm): 30.96 

Thickness (mm): 16.55 

Mass (g): 93.00 

Bit angle: 43° 

G142-5 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen appears to be filed on dorsal surface; could be a recent modification. 
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Specimen: 103 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 143-3 

Box #: 34 

GFC database #: 2109 

Fragmentary axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic  

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 154.97 

Width (mm): 84.73 

Thickness (mm): 34.96 

Mass (g): 659.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G143-3 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: grooved 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 104 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 146-1 

Box #: 35 

GFC database #: 2110 

NCA – modified cobble  

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 307.79 

Width (mm): 132.38 

Thickness (mm): 76.37 

Mass (g): 4243.00 

Bit angle: N/A 

G146-1 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: N/A 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: N/A 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: N/A 

Photo 
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Specimen: 105 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 146-3 

Box #: 35 

GFC database #: 2111 

Complete adze 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Mafic fine-grained volcanic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No provenance information available 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 280.75 

Width (mm): 64.36 

Thickness (mm): 29.18 

Mass (g): 1169.00 

Bit angle: 50° 

G146-3 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: pecked and ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: plano-convex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen likely hafted by George Frederick Clarke. 
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Specimen: 106 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 4-19 

Box #: 2 

GFC database #: 323 

Complete axe 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Metamorphic rock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forks, Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 150.87 

Width (mm): 67.34 

Thickness (mm): 28.58 

Mass (g): 594.00 

Bit angle: 70° 

G4-19 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: biconvex 

Hafting element: other 

Relative width from bit to poll: flared 

Photo 

 

No photo available. 
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Specimen: 107 of 107 

Catalogue Numbers Category 

Group #: 52-126 

Box #: N/A 

GFC database #: N/A 

Complete gouge 

Cursory Petrographic Description Provenance Information 

Steatite 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southwest Miramichi 

Metrics Photo Series Number 

Length (mm): 269.82 

Width (mm): 40.95 

Thickness (mm): 43.31 

Mass (g): 389.50 

Bit angle: 85° 

G52-126 

Classification 

Manufacturing technique: ground and polished 

Profile of cross-section or channel length: short-channeled 

Hafting element: keeled 

Relative width from bit to poll: straight 

Photo 

 

 
*Specimen brought from Atlantic Salmon Museum (Doaktown, NB) for analysis. 
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